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CHAPTER ONE
BUDGET CUTS AND THE POOR
Introduction
In the United States, the distribution of income has remained fairly stable since
WWII. The poorest fifth of families have received around 5 percent of the total
before-tax personal income while the richest fifth have received between 41 percent
and 43 percent (See Table 1). During this same time period the national income and
gross national product has more than doubled. The United States has attempted to
deal with this income inequality through programs such as income tax breaks and
policies for the poor such as FDR's "New Deal" and Johnson's "War on Poverty".
However, it is evident that the poor still receive a miniscule amount of the nation's
income. Therefore, one questions how effective are these programs in reducing
poverty.
One well known fact is that the welfare rolls have increased especially since
the 60s. This has led some policymakers to assert the programs are discouraging
work incentives and supporting welfare chiselers. The Reagan administration
TABLE 1
DISTRIBUTION OF BEFORE- TAX INCOME
(Percents)
1981 1979 1974 1969 1960 1947
Poorest Fifth 4.0 5.2 5.4 5.6 4.9 5.0
Second Fifth 10.1 11.6 12.0 12.3 12.0 11.8
Middle Fifth 16.7 17.5 17.6 17.6 17.6 17.0
Fourth Fifth 24.8 24.1 24.1 23.4 23.6 23.1
Richest Fifth 44.4 41.6 41.0 41.0 42.0 43.0
Richest 5 percent 16.5 15.7 15.3 14.7 16.8 17.2
Source: Edwards, Richard C. et al. The Capitalist System: A Radical Analysis of
American Society. Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1978, p. 298.
Current Population Surverys P-60 No. 137 p. 16 and No. 129 p. 31 (These
calculations are percents of aggregate income).
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has implemented a strategy that will reduce the welfare rolls. By cutting the budget
of social service programs, they propose to remove the "able-bodied" population from
the welfare population. Their basic ideology is that in absence of welfare benefits
these former recipients will seek employment. However, the key point the
administration has not examined is the employability of these "non-deserving"
recipients.
Exactly who are the able-bodied recipients? There is a general consensus by
welfare researchers that the "able-bodied" recipients are the nonaged physically and
emotionally abled welfare population.^ This broad definition would lead many to
agree that in fact these people do not deserve aid. However, blind acceptance of
this notion does not allow one to accurately access the need(s) of these recipients.
Are they hindered from working due to lack of education and training, or is it due to
the labor market structure? or, do these recipients want to receive welfare and live
a relaxed life? (The latter is the perspective of the administration.)
The administration realizes that initially everyone will not benefit from cutting
social program budgets. President Reagan asserts that government intervention is a
hindrance to the prosperity of the economy. Furthermore, if the economy was
allowed to function on its own, the ills of the economy would subside. However, the
current administration's belief in the need for a laissez faire government is forcing
the responsibility of the poor into the hands of society. The policies they wish to see
enacted are supposed to stimulate the economy with the minimum amount of
assistance from the government. By providing incentives for business investments
See Sheldon Danziger and Robert Haveman, "The Reagan Administration's
Budget Cuts; Their Impact on the Poor" Focus 5 (Winter 1981/1982):13-16; Tom Joe,
Profiles on Families in Poverty; Effect on the FY 1983 Budget Proposals on the Poor
(Working Paper) (Washington, DC: The Center for the Study of Social Policy, 1982);
John Palmer and Isabel V. Sawhill (eds.). The Reagan Experiment (Washington, DC;
The Urban Institute Press, 1982).
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and savings, the administration contends the "trickle-down theory" will be enacted.
This theory states that initially the corporations and the rich and/or upper classes
will reap the benefits from policies geared toward private initiative but their profits
will "trickle-down" to the lower classes. The question arises in how long it will take
to trickle down to the poor. Will the business sector provide a sufficient boost to the
economy or will the effect on the poor and middle clciss be so great that the
economy will find itself in worse condition than the present?
Purpose of the Study
This paper sets out to examine how the nonaged and physically able poor will
2
be affected in the absence or reduction of cash and in kind transfers. We need to
establish the makeup of the target group. In 1981, there were six million poor
families; 87.6 percent were under 65 years old, 68.2 percent were white, 28.8 percent
were Black, and 47.5 percent had female household heads with no husband present.
Since 1970, the distribution of persons in poverty indicate that whites have always
made up the largest percentage. But family figures indicate a different picture. A
larger proportion of Black families are in poverty compared to whites. In 1981, 8.8
percent of white families were below poverty compared to 30.8 percent of Black
families. (See Figure 1). We see the population most affected by poverty are the
nonaged. Blacks, and female headed households. What will these persons financial
outcome look like in the face of the present labor market? Without the assistance
will they be able to obtain jobs which provide them with income sufficient to
maintain or possibly improve their existing economic position?
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We are eliminating the aged and disabled from our discussion since it appears
they will be the least effected. (The Social Security program did not receive










DISTRIBUTION OF THE POOR BY SEX AND RACE OF HEAD
YEAR
ource.: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce,
Current Population Reports, Consumer Income Series, P-60
No. 138, p. 26; No. 144, p. 26.
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In order to study this concern, we will examine factors that have historically
determined the level of employment and unemployment for our target population.
The factors that we will be considering are occupational distribution, labor force
participation, age distribution, sex of household heads, annual income, work
experience, years of schooling, size of family, unemployment rates, duration of
unemployment, average welfare income and length of receipt.
Separate regressions will be run to determine the probability of being employed
for the welfare aided poor, the unaided poor, and the near poor--those removed from
poverty due to transfer payments. When possible these three groups will be further
subdivided by race and sex.
Some of the factors that will be used in the regression need further explanation.
For instance, occupational distribution is important to discover what types of jobs the
poor have historically found employment. From this, we will postulate the likelihood
of continuous employment in these areas and the expected income.
Hypothesis
The major hypothesis of this paper is that in the short run the Reagan
administration budget cuts will increase the relative size of the poverty population.
We further hypothesize that:
1) Structural factors which determine the employability of the poor are
unemployment rate, availability of jobs, the percent of the poor who are
part or full time workers and wages
2) There is an absence of a positive correlation between budget cuts
and the variables determining the employability of poverty individuals
3) Budget cuts will increase the level of unassisted unemployment
among such individuals
4) Budget cuts will eliminate post transfer non-poverty individuals,
hence these factors will increase the relative size of the poverty
population.
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As mentioned earlier, the purpose of this research is to examine the effect of
decreasing the social welfare budget on the poverty population. This type of research
is not only beneficial to the poverty population but to the total society. If the
policies increase the number of those below the poverty level what will the "new”
poverty population—who are not eligible for welfare- do to maintain a minimum
standard of living. The objective of this research is to determine the effect of
budget cuts on:
1. Employment and unemployment opportunities of the poor
2. Income and income maintenance programs and
3. Work incentives
Methodology
There is a general consensus in the literature that the working poor, who also
receive public assistance, will be and are the hardest hit by the social program budget
cuts (see the literature review especially Sheldon Danziger, 1982 and Tom Joe, 1982).
These recipients benefits have either been eliminated or reduced because of the
3
increased marginal tax rate. In some states they could become ineligible if their
gross income (earnings plus assistance) exceeds 150 percent of the state's standard
need. What this paper sets out to examine is whether those hurt by the cuts will: 1)
maintain or improve their existing living standards by working more; 2) reduce their
work efforts; or 3) become unassisted unemployed workers. The answer to these
questions will lead us to acceptance or rejection of the philosophy behind the budget
cuts. That is, cutting the social program budgets will eliminate individuals from the
welfare rolls who are able to work. Therefore, the budget will decrease while the
work force increases.
Recipients who work are only allowed to keep a proportion of their income.
Prior to 1981 and after the Social Security Amendment of 1964 it was the first thirty
dollars and one third of the remaining income. However, in October 1981 recipients
who have been on the rolls for four months will no longer be eligible for the '30 + 1/3
tax rate'. In effect the marginal tax rate becomes 100 percent.
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This paper postulates that the population most affected by the cuts are the
working poor between the ages of 22 - 64 who receive public assistance or welfare
income. As mentioned earlier, the aged have been removed from our analysis since
they have the highest poverty rate of race groups and will fall in the "safety net" of
the proposed and existing budget cuts. In most cases, the disabled have been
eliminated which basically follows the logic of removing the elderly. However, all of
the recipient characteristics (i.e., education and mean income) are not available on
the disabled population. Therefore, the likelihood of them being in some of the data
is high. Including the disabled in our analysis of work experience may distort the
figures. We will assume that the work experience information is representative of
4
the nondisabled population.
Because of our data base the number of families and/or persons who mix work
and welfare cannot be determined. However, through the work of Bennett Harrison^
we know the mixture is relatively high. His sample was drawn from the University of
Michigan Survey Research Center Panel Study of Income Dynamics. This data is a
follow up study of households from 1968 to 1972 which is not limited to the poor.
Harrison examined the work/welfare relationship of women aged 24 to 54. He found
that in any one year of the sample period, only 3.4 to 7.9 percent of the households
received both earnings and welfare income (AFDC, AFDC-UF, or General
Assistance). However, the cumulative probability over the five year period was 16.3
4
The statistics reflect that illness or disability is not the main reason why
people work part time. However, it is the largest reason for not working at all in a
given year. Therefore, we will assume that the work experience information is
feasible for our analysis.
^Bennett Harrison, "How American Households Mix Work and Welfare,"
Challenge 21 (May/3une 1978):49- 54
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percent. Black households had a higher probability in both a single year and
cumulative period of receiving earnings and welfare than the total population; llA -
16.4 and 33 percent; respectively. Households headed by women in at least one year
had a cumulative mixing probability of 32.6. The statistic on those who havereceived
welfare and/or worked at some point in the sample period is the most informative.
Harrison found that given the household head ever receivedwelfare, the probability
of working is 92 percent; while given having ever worked the probability of receiving
welfare is almost 17 percent.
These conditional probabilities indicate that the working poor recipients most
likely affected are Black households and households headed by women. Instead of
limiting our research to these groups, we will look at each sex/race population to
determine which one is most likely to be affected given their historical information.
The body of the paper will be divided into four sections. The first section will
be a literature review of studies on the poor and factors affecting their
employability. This section is not meant to provide the reader with all of the
material on work and the poor, but rather it should reflect the key findings and
methodologies in this area. Also, this chapter should provide background information
on the variables and characteristics which have been identified as important to our
research. However the reader should note that although the historical studies have
used the same variables we will be looking at, the intent of the research is different.
While this researcher is attempting to examine the effect budget cuts will have on
the work experience or labor supply of the poor, other studies have used this variable
to analyze how social programs affect income and work disincentives of the poor.
The second section presents a discussion on the characteristics of the poverty
population over a twelve year time period. Tables are constructed and will be used
for comparison to determine if the poor have characteristics different from the non
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poor. The purpose of this chapter is to provide a picture of exactly what the target
population looks like and their employability potential. We will be looking at age and
occupationcil distribution, income, work status, unemployment and education. As will
be evidenced in the literature review, the characteristics we are studying have been
identified by other researchers as demand side variables. For instance, Martin
Warren and Sheldpn Berkowitz^ found that child care arrangements, low job skill,
lack of previous employment, and educational deficiencies were the most important
obstacles to employment of AFDC recipients, Anne Shkuda, Lawrence Podell,
Daphne Roe and Kathleen Eickwort and Mary Sanger^ found these and other
characteristics i.e., health status, duration of welfare recipiency are important.
The third section presents the findings of our labor supply model. This model
again looks at a twelve year time frame. The purpose is to measure variables having
the greatest impact on labor supply decision. Since public asistance income is
included, the effect of the amount of assistance on labor supply can be determined.
We hypothesize that there is an absence of a significant relationship between budget
cuts (reduction of public assistance income) and labor supply. The final chapter will
be the conclusion and recommendations on the role of social program budget policy
on work effort. This chapter does not analyze social policy; instead it will give
recommendations on what factors should be considered in constructing social program
policy.
^Sheldon Berkowitz and Martin Warren, "The Employability of AFDC Mothers
and Fathers," Welfare in Review 7 (1969); 1 - 7.
^See Anne Shkuda, Former Welfare Families; Independence and Recurring
Dependency, (New York; Center for New York City Affairs, 1976); Lawrence Podell
Families on Welfare in New York City. (New York; City University of New York,
Center for the Study of Urban Problems, 1969); Daphne Roe and Kathleen B.
Eickwort, Health and Nutritional Status of Working and Non-Working Mothers in
Poverty Groups (Ithaca, NY; Graduate School of Nutrition, Cornell University, 1974);
Mary Bryna Sanger, Welfare of the Poor (New York; Academic Press, 1979).
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Model
While it is important to be concerned with demand side factors, the potential
labor supply response of the poor needs to be established to complete the testing of
our hypotheses. Thus, we need to develop a regression model that attempts to
measure the effect of changes in income, policy, and demographic variables on the
labor supply response. Before we specify our model, a brief review of labor supply
theory and models will be presented.
The labor supply models are usually developed from neoclassical or classical
theory. However, the classical theory models are usually inaccurate in their
specification. For instance, variables which could impact labor force decision,
especially unemployment rates, are excluded. In classical theory unemployment is
based on voluntary withdrawal thus, the likelihood of finding that AFDC causes
separation from the labor market Is high. This theory is based on a macroeconomic
perspective. This research is based on microeconomic analysis, thus the classical
studies are inappropriate. On the other hand, the neoclassical approach, which
accounts for systemic factors offers the best assessment of labor force participation
decisions. (We only present the findings for the neoclassical studies.)
Usually labor supply is measured by labor force participation rates (Telia (1965)
and Dernburg and Strand (1966)) or number of hours worked per period of time
(Finegan (1962) and Kosters (1966)).^ C. Russell Hill^ argues that both of these
g
Cited in Edward D. Kalachek and Frederic Raines, "Labor Supply of Low
Income Workers," in Technical Studies. The President's Commission on Income
Maintenance Programs (Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1970,
pp. 159-181).
9
C. Russell Hill, "The Determinants of Labor Supply for the Working Urban
Poor," in Income Maintenance and Labor Supply; Econometric Studies edited by Glen
C. Cain and Harold W. Watts (New York: Academic Press, 1973, pp. 182-204).
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approaches are invalid for determining labor supply of the poor. First of all labor
force participation rates overestimate the supply of labor for the poor. Since poor
adults are often employed in occupations that are basically part time work, the
participation rate can overstate the amount of work of the poor. On the other hand,
using the number of hours worked can be an understatement of the quantity supplied
for both the poor and nonpoor. If the number of hours is categorized into the
equivalent of year round workers, this estimate will undercount the actual number of
people working. This is significant for the poor because they are more likely not to
work year round. Thus if the hours worked was equivalent to ten year round workers,
there may actually be twenty people working year round and part of the year.
The labor supply models usually have independent variables for income, race,
sex, age, past employment experience, wage and unemployment rates. The major
variation occurs in the authors' use of these variables. For instance, income in some
studies include earnings and transfer while others only use transfer. Irwin Garfinkel
and Larry L. Orr^® only used transfer income and defined AFDC parameters as the
monthly guarantee, tax rate, monthly set-aside, and average monthly deductions
from gross income, while Phillip Auclaire^^ measured past use of AFDC. The wage
rate is another variable which differs in specification. It is used to measure an
individual's expected rate of return from labor market activity. This return is
sometimes called the offer wage rate and is measured by an individual's earnings
divided by the amount of time actually spent employed. Hill argues that the current
I. Garfinkel and L. Orr, Welfare Policy and the Employment Rate of AFDC
Mothers (Discussion Paper No. 133) (Madison: University of Wisconsin, Institute of
Wisconsin, Institute for Research on Poverty, 1972).
Phillip A. AuClaire, "The Mix of Work and Welfare Among Long-Term AFDC
Recipients," Social Services Review 53 (December 1979):586-605.
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wage rate is inaccurate for determining the poor's labor supply. Because of their
labor market experience, they expect a large amount of job instability. Therefore,
the time spent employed will be less than for a non poor individual. Hill supports the
use of an effective wage rate where the individual’s earnings is divided by the total
time spent in the labor force working and searching. Raines and Kalachek used the
potential wage rate which is the potential earnings of husband and wife, sometimes
the eldest child, over an intermediate time period.
Hill uses two dependent variables in his model; the estimated number of hours
that an individual desired to spend in the labor force, and the estimated number of
hours an individual worked. The independent variables are: the effective wage rate,
non labor income, wealth income, transfer payment, net worth, and taste (individual
preference for work, education completed by head and wife, health status, and
number of dependents under 20). Age, sex and race are not part of our dependent
variables since the sample is limited to heads aged 25-54 and there are separate
regressions by race.
Like Hill, Kalachek and Raines did not believe that an individual's labor supply
decision was based on actual current earnings. Instead, they hypothesized that it was
based on potential income from labor and other sources over an immediate time
range. The independent variables in their model are;
1) Potential wage, three interaction variables that take on the potential
wage rate, given by age groups 14-23, 24-61 or 62 and over zeros
elsewhere
2) Potential sources of family income, excluding own potential wage rate
3) Actual income of other family members
4) Family nonemployment income
5) Needs, taste and home productivity
6) Family and marital status, and
7) Cross-sectional differences in demand for labor
13
Education is excluded because of its collinearity with age, occupation and potential
wage. Separate regressions are run for sex, and race is captured in the race-wage
interaction variables.
The discussion above gives a theoretical basis for the labor supply model of this
paper. It is clear that the model will have to include components of both Hill and
Kalachek and Raines specifications. Similar to Kalachek and Raines the dependent
variable is defined as the estimated labor supply of the poor. The measure for this
variable is the proportion of individuals who worked and/or did not work because they
are unable to find work. (This represents individuals currently outside the labor
force who are potential workers. We have excluded those in school, ill, keeping
house, retired and others).
The independent variables cire:
1. Median years of schooling
2. Income
a. Potential wage rate
b. Proportion of aggregate income from public assistance
3. Occupational distribution
4. Amount of work
a. Percent who work full time year round
b. Percent who work part time year round
5. Cyclical behavior
a. Inflation rate, percentage change of the Consumer Price Index
(CPI).
b. Unemployment rates
Sex and race are not independent variables since we will have separate regression for
females and males by race. (See Appendix I for definitions of variables). The model
will be estimated using OLS technique. However, we are not positive the relationship
is linear.
12Kalachek and Raines believe it is possible to have a nonlinear relationship.
However, they are sure the specification is important.
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Data Base
Ail of the data for our model will be secondary. The bulk of the statistical
information will be collected from the Current Population Surveys (CPS). This is an
annual survey of a percentage of households and individuals in the United States
conducted by the U.S. Bureau of the Census. The sample is large enough to
represent the population. (The smaliest sample size allowed is 75,000). Although
there have been arguments on the accuracy of the poverty rate, this data base is
extensively used by researchers across the country. The questions on the accuracy
are generally regarding the under or over count of the number of poor persons -due to
nonfinancial transfer programs. The sample is not limited to poor individuals. In fact
the study is not specificaily geared toward statistics on the poor. Information is
available on variables such as family size, sources of income, education levels,
marital status, and number of related children. For this research the buik of the
information is collected from the low-income series, which is a separate voiume on
statistics for the poor. Aiso, The Statistical Abstract of the U.S., 1982 and The
Employment and Training Reporter 1979 - 1982 are used for inflation and
unemployment rates.
There are instances when the data is not available for our age groups, 22-64, or
by sex. In those cases we used the available data. Appendix I has a more thorough
explanation on the variabies used for the model.
Using the Current Population Survey (CPS) tapes would have been the most
accurate assessment of our variables if we were specifying a cross-sectionai model.
Since we are iooking at a twelve year time span, it is more feasible to use the
published tables. Another shortcoming to using the published data CPS is the fact
that, the data is not always broken down by race/sex/age for all the variables we
have identified. Therefore, statistical inferences will have to be used in some cases.
15
Regardless of the shortcomings, we should be able to get good estimates of the
labor supply response. The greatest benefit is that we will be able to analyze which
variables over time have the greatest impact. This is important because it is unlikely
that budget cuts will tremendously effect an individual within a week, month and
sometimes a year. Thus, by using the time series data we can get a picture of what




The literature that looks at the welfare and poverty population is vast. There
are studies which examine the characteristics of the groups in relation to factors
such as work history, attitudes towards work, duration on welfare, etc. Other
research has been conducted which measures the impact of the amount of welfare
benefits on welfare dependency. During the sixties, research was geared towards the
plight of the poor. One could say it was a sympathetic era. However, prior to the
sixties the literature was usually geared towards blaming the poor for their economic
condition. The techniques of the earlier research relied heavily on surveys. When the
studies on the poverty population became more in depth they used more
sophisticated statistical analysis. This is not to say earlier studies did not use
this method or that later studies do not use surveys.
The following is a state-of-the-art on the characteristics of the poor and
factors effecting the employability of the poor. Most of the literature related to the
hypotheses of this paper only looked at the welfare population. Thus, there is still a
need for research on the poor, especially the non-aided poor. The first section
discusses the studies which look at the characteristics of the welfare and poverty
population i.e., educational levels, health and work history. This area is important
for our research since it lays the groundwork for analyzing the employability of the
poor. The next section looks at the systemic factors and how they relate to
employability. The final section discusses the impact of the Reagan administration





Studies have found that education is associated with socioeconomic status: the
more schooiing received the higher one's incomeSociety has assumed that the few
years of schooling of the poor is the main cause of their low income. However, the
data from the Current Population Reports reveal that the median years of schooling
for the poor has increased during the twelve year sample period of this research. In
1970, the medicin years of education for all Black males and those below the poverty
level was 10 and 6.8, respectively. By 1980, the median years had increased to 12.1
and 9,3. The trend was similar for females except for the poor where their average
years of education was higher. Although the median years of education has
increased, the distribution of poverty by education has shifted. For instance, in 1970
29.9 percent of Black male householders with eight years or less of education were in
poverty. By 1980, there were more poor Black males with 1-3 years of high school
than those with eight years or less (See Table 2).
In an area specific study Anne N. Shkuda^^ compares current welfare families
to former welfare families to determine the causes of dependency and recurring
dependency. She found that 40 percent of the former welfare families had graduated
from high school as compared to 23 percent of the current families. Also, the older
men and women have fewer years of education. The older population has the highest
proportion of former or current recipients with education of eight years or less while
13Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis argue that the apparent association
between education and socioeconomic status is not soley due to one's intelligence. A
family's class has a great impact on future socioeconomic status. The researcher
shares this view and does not intend for this section to be interpreted as changing
education can remove one from poverty.
14
Anne N. Shkuda, Former Welfare Families: Independence and Recurring
Dependency (New York: Center for New York City Affairs, 1976).
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TABLE 2
PERCENT OF FAMILIES IN POVERTY BY EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT




8 years or TT years High School 1 year or more
less High School Graduate college
Black White Black White Black White Black White
1970 61.4 29.5 63.3 27.4 36.3 18.9 17.0 13.4
1971 56.3 32.8 58.3 28.9 46.2 17.8 25.8 14.7
1972 56.4 27.3 58.5 30.8 41.9 17.8 26.3 10.1
1973 56.4 26.5 56.6 29.7 41.1 18.7 23.4 13.7
1974 53.3 31.4 63.0 31.5 44.1 16.9 20.5 11.8
1975 50.9 32.1 64.1 33.6 38.0 19.7 16.1 9.8
1976 58.6 31.3 64.0 33.6 40.9 20.5 21.5 12.6
1977 57.7 29.6 60.4 33.4 42.3 19.3 27.3 12.6
1978 52.7 29.6 63.2 33.3 42.0 19.4 31.8 12.9
1979 53.1 29.2 55.8 26.4 39.9 15.5 26.7 8.4
1980 53.1 33.7 59.5 35.3 42.9 19.7 23.9 12.0
1981 56.9 37.4 61.9 38.9 40.7 18.6 26.7 13.9
1982 57.5 38.5 63.5 41.4 51.3 21.4 34.3 12.5
Male
8 years or PJ years High School i year or more
Year less High School Graduate college
Black White Black White Black White Black White
1970 29.9 13.9 13.4 6.3 8.7 3.3 5.9 2.2
1971 27.7 13.2 13.7 5.9 7.9 3.2 5.3 2.2
1972 26.1 12.0 15.4 5.8 9.1 2.9 5.9 2.0
1973 25.5 10.7 13.6 5.0 7.3 2.6 4.5 1.8
1974 24.0 11.1 13.9 5.5 5.6 3.2 4.4 2.1
1975 22.9 12.8 12.4 7.0 8.0 3.0 3.5 2.2
1976 22.3 11.0 13.7 7.4 9.3 3.2 4.1 1.9
1977 25.3 12.2 16.6 6.0 7.4 3.4 2.5 1.8
1978 21.8 11.8 14.3 6.6 6.3 3.4 3.5 2.0
1979 24.3 12.5 14.4 6.8 7.5 3.4 4.6 2.6
1980 25.9 13.2 18.1 7.7 8.2 4.4 5.7 2.2
1981 29.8 14.0 18.3 8.6 8.3 3.8 5.4 2.4
1982 28.5 11.1 19.3 11.0 11.0 5.8 6.7 3.1
Source: U^. Bureau of the Census, Current Population Reports, Consumer Income,
P-60 No. 130, p. 140; No. 124, p. 145; No. 102, p. 105; No. 133, p. 128;
unpublished.
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the 25-34 year olds have the largest proportion of high school graduates 57 and 58
percent for males and females , respectively. An interesting finding is that the 18-24
year olds had the smallest proportion of high school graduates.
Lawrence Podell also found the older recipients generally had less years of
schooling. (This study was based on New York City data.) On the average the
mothers attended high school and about 17 percent never went beyond the fourth
grade. Welfare participation rates by education level could provide an interesting
insight to the importance of education. David Deferranti et al. found that the
highest rates of all education levels by race as; 9-11 years for Blacks (63.9 percent),
9-11 years for whites (44.9 percent), 0-6 years Hispanics (72.8 percent).^^
Sar A. Levitan looked at the families receiving Aid to Families with
Dependent Children (AFDC) in 1973. In this national study, he compared the years of
schooling of the AFDC population to the U.S. civilian labor force. For males, he
found that of the fathers in the home 22 percent had less than 8 years of schooling
compared to 2 percent of the U.S. civilian male labor force. Twenty-six percent of
AFDC fathers were high school dropouts and 15 percent were graduates while only 16
percent of the civilian males dropped out and 38 percent were high school graduates.
Only 5 percent of the AFDC males had some college compared to 32 percent of the
civilian males.
^^Ibid, pp. 21-22, 24.
^^Lawrence Podell, Families on Welfare in New York City (New York: City
University of New York, Center for the Study of Urban Problems, 1969), p. 14.
^^David M. DeFerranti, Stephen Leeds, Joseph A. Grundfest, Valerie Leach,
P®ggy A. Parker and Linda Prusoff, The Welfare and Nonwelfare Poor in New York
City (New York: Rand Institute R-1381-NYC, June 1974).
18Sar A. Levitan, Work and Welfare in the 1970s (New York; Ford Foundation,
1977).
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More AFDC mothers had eight years or less schooling than any other group.
The majority of the recipient women (42 percent) were high school dropouts as
compared to only 16 percent of women in the civilian labor force. Forty-eight
percent of the civilian female population were high school graduates compared to 28
percent of the female welfare recipients. Like the males, only 5 percent of the
female recipients had some college education. The median years of schooling
completed for the recipient population was lower than the national level, 7.8 and 10.8
19
for the male and female recipients, respectively.
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Arthur Spindler studied the relationship between income status and
education for low income family heads. Twenty-two percent of these family heads
who had completed eight years or less of schooling were below the low-income level
while only 3 percent of those with some college were poor. More low income family
heads had completed less than one year of high school compared to family heads
above the low income level. Nine percent of low income family heads had some
21
college while 28 percent of those above the low-income level had attended college.
The previous review of the findings on education indicate that those with few
years of education i.e., under eight years, are more likely to be poor and/or welfare
recipients. Initially, it would seem that increasing the amount of schooling would
remove one from poverty. However, being a high school graduate or having some
years of college does not guarantee one from being in poverty—especially for women.
This is not to underestimate the importance of education but to point out that unlike
the cry of the sixties, educating the poor does not automatically reduce the number
of people below the poverty level.
^^Ibid, p. 17.
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This section will discuss the employment and labor force participation rates of
the low-income and weifare population. The purpose is to examine the findings on
the poor's attachment to the labor force over time. Furthermore, the effect of
welfare recipiency on labor force particiaption will be presented.
Spindler found that 47 percent of the working age (14 to 64 years) low income
population compared to 73 percent of those above the low-income level work at some
time during the year. Of these poor workers, 25 percent work full time year round
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compared to 60 percent of the nonpoor population. A historical examination shows
that the work experience of poverty heads has decreased from 1970 to 1982,
especially for Blacks. In 1970, 55.5 percent of poor Black family heads worked. By
1982, the percent had declined to 37.5. In the same time period the decline for
whites was from 54.7 percent to 53.8 percent. In other words. Blacks experienced a
32.4 percent decrease compared to 1.6 percent for whites. By 1982 more than half of
the poor whites had worked at some time in the year compared to a little over one-
third of Blacks. At the same time the percent of the poor working full-time year
round has decreased by over 20 percent. (See Chapter III of this paper for a more
indepth discussion). Looking specifically at welfare recipients, the numbers are even
lower. Levitan found that 12 percent of the AFDC men were employed compared to
16 percent of the women. Of the men, 5 percent worked full-time and 6 percent
worked part-time; 10 percent of the women worked full time and 6 percent worked
23
part time.
The work experience data reflects what proportion of the poor worked. On the





unemployed. Like the work experience numbers, the labor force participation rate
for the poor and welfare population is lower than that of the entire population. In
1970, DeFerranti et al. found that in New York not only was the labor force
participation rate of the welfare population lower than for the city's population, but
also the low-income population. The rate for former male recipients was 70.7
percent, while those still eligible was 35.7 percent. The rate for females still
eligible was 5.9 percent and those no longer eligible 36.9 percent. (See Tables 3, 4).
They also found that only 16 percent of the nonelderly welfare recipients are able to
work. Thus, their labor force participation rates do not suggest widespread
withdrawal from the job market. An interesting finding by these researchers is that
the labor force participation rate of the unaided, yet eligible for welfare population,
was 70.2 percent and 26.7 percent for males and females, respectively.
The labor force participation rates of the poor have increased since 1970 for
whites and very slightly for Blacks. However, one should keep in mind these labor
force participation rates only tell what proportion of the poor are in the labor force.
Since this includes the unemployed, employment rates and employment/population
ratios could reflect more pertinent information. From 1970 to 1982, the employment
rate-percent of employed householders in the labor force- declined tremendously for
Blacks and whites, 49 percent and 19 percent respectively. The
employment/population ratio—proportion of the population employed—declined by 34
percent for Blacks while whites only had a .03 percentage point decrease. Thus,
while the labor force numbers show little deterioration of economic conditions the
employment rate and the employment/population number give a different picture
(See Table 5).
The information presented here shows that the poor, and especially the welfare
aided poor, are less likely to have worked in a year or participated in the labor force.
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The findings also tend to support the argument that welfare discourages labor force
participation. However, other factors come into play with labor force and work
decisions e.g., stringent welfare policy, job skills and health status.
Health
Most of the research on health is based on welfare recipient survey data. Mary
Sanger argues this creates a bias in the literature, since what the recipients deem as
disabling illnesses might not be serious medical illnesses,^^ Regardless of the extent
of illnesses, medical problems are frequently cited as the cause of initially entering
the welfare rolls or not working. In fact, low-income groups experience higher levels
25
of chronic and nonchronic diseases than the non poor population. Outside of lack
of skill, experience and education, in New York City DeFerranti found poor health to
be a major obstacle to job stability.
If for the moment we assume the recipients studied by Daphne Roe and
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Kathleen Eickwort and DeFerranti are homogeneous, we can use the findings of the
former authors to look at what health problems affect the recipient. Their study
was based on a field survey of 469 women who were welfare recipients or former
recipients of rural and urban areas of upstate New York. They found that health
problems had an effect on these women's dependence on welfare.
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Robert Lejeune looked at how social factors affect the likelihood of poor
health being the reason for continuous welfare recipiency. He states the "For many
welfare clients, there are few rewards for the maintenance of a healthy presentation
of self, and some gains to be derived from adopting the sick role." See Robert
Lejeune, "Ill-Reported Health and Life Among Welfare Mothers," 3ournal of
Sociology and Social Welfare (Fall 1973);74-78.
25
Mary Bryna Sanger, Welfare of the Poor (New York; Academic Press, 1979),
pp. 85-86.
26
Daphne Roe and Kathleen Eickwort, Health and Nutritional Status of Working
and Non-Working Mothers in Poverty Groups (Ithaca, NY: Graduate School of
Nutrition, Cornell University, 1974).
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TABLE 3
LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATES OF SELECTED POPULATION
SUBGROUPS, NEW YORK CITY, 1970
Persons who received welfare
during a year period, by eli¬
gibility status at end of period
Low Income Still No longer
Sex Total City Population Total Eligible Eligible
Males 90.0 75.2 52.5 35.7 70.7
Females 50.5 24.4 15.8 5.9 36.9
TABLE 4
DETAILED LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATES OF THE WELFARE AIDED,
NEW YORK CITY, 1970
Labor Force Participation Rates
At a single point in time Over a year period
Item Males Females Males Females
Ethnicity
Blacks 57.3 17.8 64.8 27.4
Whites 53.9 21.8 67.3 28.2
Age
16-21 70.9 39.6 84.8 55.4
22-24 65.3 18.9 72.5 27.0
25-34 66.7 12.2 75.2 18.7
35-44 57.8 12.4 66.4 17.5
45-54 39.2 18.0 53.7 25.0
55-64 27.4 7.9 36.5 12.4
Source: David DeFerranti, Stephen Leeds, Soseph A. Grundfest, Valerie
Leach, Peggy A. Parker and Linda Prusoff, The Welfare and
Nonweifare Poor in New York City (N.Y.i Rand Institute, R-1381-
NYC, 3une 1974.), p. 108
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TABLE 5
LABOR FORCE DATA ON FAMILY HEADS











1970 46.5 87.8 .41
1971 46.0 84.6 .39
1972 45.1 84.9 .38
1973 42.2 83.9 .35
1974 38.7 77.8 .30
1975 40.3 77.8 .29
1976 39.8 73.3 .28
1977 42.1 74.3 .31
1978 40.3 77.5 .32
1979 39.0 73.8 .29
1980 42.1 68.2 .29
1981 41.1 70.7 .29











1970 49.1 89.8 .44
1971 49.5 87.8 .44
1972 51.4 90.8 .47
1973 48.7 90.0 .44
1974 51.3 82.1 .42
1975 51.8 81.9 .42
1976 51.1 81.5 .42
1977 51.6 84.3 .44
1978 51.0 85.4 .44
1979 49.6 83.7 .42
1980 53.6 81.6 .44
1981 55.8 79.6 .44
1982 56.3 73.3 .41
Source: U^. Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce, Current Population
Reports.Consumer Income Series P-60 No. 98, pp. 25,26; No. 124, pp. 26, 29;
No. 138, pp. 17,20; No. 144, pp. 17,20.
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Obesity appears to be the common health problem. The authors discovered a
close association between unemployment and obesity. The association is also due to
other health problems resulting from obesity i.e., abnormal EKG, diabetes,
gallbladder disease and hernia. When these problems are controlled, the correlation
between obesity and unemployment decreases. Also, the results from an interview of
employers indicate that obesity is medical grounds for not hiring an applicant.
Age Distribution
Anne Shkuda found that the majority of current welfare mothers were
relatively young, whereas the former welfare mothers were older. Forty-eight
percent of the former recipients are thirty-five years old and over as opposed to 37
percent of the current recipients. The former recipient fathers were younger than
the current recipients; 36 percent and 43 percent were forty years and over,
respectively. Shkuda also found 56 percent the families usually remained on welfare
27
two years of more and 43 percent less than two years.
SYSTEMIC FACTORS
The previous sections reviewed literature on the characteristics of the poor
and/or welfare recipients. In what follows, the focus is on the role of systemic
factors on the employment of the poor. The information gathered here is important
to the paper because it presents the existing research and theory surrounding
variables in the model of this paper. Labor supply and employability models will be
examined to give insight on the techniques used in addressing employment of the
poor. The first section will look at factors hindering employment. Here the emphasis
is on examining the presence or absence of certain variables which theoreticians and
the general public have deemed as necessary for employment. This section will not
27Shkuda, pp. 20-21.
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be lengthy, since a more indepth discussion is presented in the characteristics




Martin Warren and Sheldon Berkowitz examined the employability problems
of AFDC recipients. Their sample of one hundred AFDC recipients from Los
Angeles County and three major counties in San Francisco was evenly divided into
family group mothers (AFDC-FG) and Unemployed fathers (AFDC-U). Each AFDC-
FG recipient was classified into three groups: Type I- employable and able to earn
living for self and dependents at least adequate to that provided by public assistance;
Type Il-employable but not able to earn a living sufficient to maintain self and
dependent's at a level comparable to that received from public assistance; and Type
III- unemployable. The Type II FG mothers were futher divided into those who had a
50 percent chance or more of finding employment and those with less than 50
percent. The results for the mothers are presented first.
Type I had the fewest children which implies that they need less money to support
themselves. Ethnic origin was related to employability. More white women were in
the Type I group and fewer in the Type II. Employment history was also related to
employability i.e., job stability measured by the length of stay on a job. The family
group capable of total support had worked longer than the family group capable of
partial support. Also, the recency of employment had an effect on employability. As
a group, the high employables of Type II had been employed more recently than the
low employable Type II and unemployables. Type III. The group more motivated to
become self-supporting, was those with a high chance of employment (FG type I
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Martin Warren and Sheldon Berkowitz, "The Employability of AFDC Mothers
and Fathers" Welfare in Review 7 (1969):l-7.
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andll-highly employable). Child care, low job skill, lack of previous employment,
negative aspects of personality, and educational deficiencies were found to be the
most important obstacles to employment.
Only four of the fathers were found unemployable and were dropped from the
data base. Like the mothers, the group with the highest employability had fewer
children. Where length of time on aid and the number of times on aid were not
significant for the mothers, they were important factors for the employability of
fathers. The obstacles to employment for the men were arrest records, poor
adjustment in a previous job, limited skills, negative personality traits and
insufficient education. The men were were more able to earn a sufficient income to
support their families than the unemployable women. However, the AFDC mothers
had a better chance of being employed than the fathers.
The study by Phillip AuClaire on how AFDC female headed households mix work
and welfare gives further insight on employability limitations of the poor. In his 1973
New Jersey based sample, he found that slightly more than one-third of the recipients
with eight or fewer years of education participated in the labor market for any period
of time. However three-fourths of those with twelve or more years of schooling were
29
employed at some point during the sample period. Whereas Warren and Berkowitz
findings suggest that the fewer children one has the greater the chance of
employability, AuClaire found that the total number of children in the household does
not appear to affect labor force participation rates. However, the ages of the
children in the home seem to be more important. Families with children under six
had the lowest labor force participation rates while the rates are higher for those
with children over thirteen.
^^Phillip AuClaire, "The Mix of Work and Welfare Among Long-Term AFDC
Recipients" Social Service Review 53 (December 1979)i594.
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Unemployment and Welfare
Research has found that unemployment affects the demand for assistance and
the decision to work. This information is important for our research because an
integral part of the Reagan administration economic policy assumption is that
inflation is more important than dealing with unemployment. While this might be
true for the nonpoor population, it could have different outcomes for the poor.
Part of Peter S. Albin and Bruno Stein's^® model analyzes the effect of the
unemployment rate on the number of AFDC recipients. Two equations are formulated
to represent the welfare system. The first gives the demand for funds by actual and
potential recipients while the second, a supply equation, gives the budgetary
adjustments to this demand (i.e., altering expenditures to meet the demand,
maintaining total expenditures but changing the benefit level, altering the de facto
criteria for eligibility or some combination of these) (See Figure 2-1).
The authors utilize time-series data for the period 1959-71 to perform a linear
regression with the following variables; E^, the level of relief expenditures actually
forthcoming in time t; D^, the expenditures that would be transferred under pre¬
existing program parameters if there were no budgetary restrictions, B^, the benefit
rate at time tj R^^, the actual number of recipients at time t. The equation is
. E,= -E,.,) *£2 P, *£3UR,.j 4; * V,
where P^ is a price type variable measuring the cost-sharing offered by passive
administration (the federal government) and UR^ is the rate of unemployment at time
t.
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Peter S. Albin and Bruno Stein, "The Impact of Unemployment on Welfare
Expenditures" Industrial and Labor Relations Review 37(October 1977)1:31-44.
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The results indicate that unemployment is positively and significantly related to
the demand for relief. Significant lags were identified with various unemployment
rates. The authors suggest that if policy makers increase the unemployment rate to





SUPPLY AND DEMAND FOR WELFARE
DEMAND FOR RELIEF
Ef, “ given level of expenditures
R^ - demand for relief (or supply of recipients)
Bq - current benefit rateB^ - benefit rate at equilibrium
e
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Irwin Garfinkel and Larry Orr^^ found that unemployment rates along with
other variables have a negative effect on the work decision of AFDC mothers. They
argue that a 10 percent decrease in the unemployment rate would lead to a 7 percent
increase in the employment rate of the mothers. They also argued that a drastic
reduction in the monthly guarantee would probably be the only method of increasing
employment of the recipient mothers. The drawback to this study is that, since the
data base was 1967 it followed 1967 policy rules which did not include the work
incentives of the 1969 welfare policies.
Changes in the Welfare System
Albin and Stein's results (see Figure 2-1) indicate that market clearing is a
significant element in the welfare system and that the system is not insensitive to
the state of recipients demand. There are three possible solutions: increase
administrative stringencies which would shift to the left and lessen the gap
a d
between Rq Rq ; reduce the benefit rate to B^; shift the EqEq curve in a
northeastly direction which reflects an increase in total expenditures. Furthermore,
the results indicate that the internal dynamics of the relief system tend to respond to
demand conditions despite the occasional effects of active administration to retard
the response. Also, convergence of expenditures to demand is fairly rapid.
Reagan Administration Budget Cuts
In 1981, the effects of the Reagan administration budget cuts were forecasted
as being catastrophic. However, time has proven the disaster was not or has not fully
been realized. This is not to say the cuts have had positive effects-- i.e., the budget
was reduced and/or former welfare recipients all became employed. In fact the
budgeted amounts for social programs increased.
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Irwin Garfinkel and Larry L. Orr, "Welfare Policy and the Employment Rate
of AFDC Mothers" National Tax Journal 27 (1972):275-284.
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The Omnibus Budget Reconcilliation Act of 1981 outlined drastic budget cuts.
Not only was the Omnibus Act not fully carried out, but the forecasting of many
economists did not prove true.
In 1981 President Reagan presented the Program for Economic Recovery.
There were nine specific guidelines to carry out the budget cuts:
1. Preserve the social safety net
2. Revise entitlements to eliminate unintended benefits
3. Reduce subsidies to middle- and -upper income groups
4. Recover allocable costs with user fees
5. Apply sound economic criteria to economic subsidy programs
6. Stretch out and retarget public sector capital investment programs
7. Consolidate categorical grant programs into block grants
8. Reduce federal overhead, personnel costs, and program waste and
inefficiencies
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9. Impose fiscal restraint on other programs of national interest.
The budget changes that accompanied the economic program were reduced
outlays, major tax cuts, increased defense spending, curtailed domestic programs and
more authority to the state and local government. In December 1981 Congress had
enacted most of the 1982 budget requests. Although the cuts were realized, they
were not as large as those proposed. Also, the switching of authority to states and
local governments was not fully implemented.
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3ohn Palmer and Gregory B. Mills, "Budget Policy," in The Reagan
Experiment: An Examination of Economic and Social Policies Under the Reagan
Administration edited by John L. Palmer and Isabel V. Sawhiil (Washington, DC: The
Urban Institute Press, 1982), pp. 71-72.
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Reagan's 1983 proposed budget was not as easily passed in Congress. He
proposed that the domestic programs be cut further and defense build up increased
from the previous budget. Congress rejected many of the President's proposals.
Large increases were made to community development block grants ($225 million),
health resources and services ($175 million), training and employment services ($173
million), and energy conservation grants ($150 million). Although the federal outlays
increased by $5.5 billion from the 1982 level, it was still a billion dollars below
1981.^^
The following is a review of some of the studies on the impact of the cuts.
Bear in mind most of the research is based on Congress passing Reagan's 1981
proposed budgets and subsequent budgets. (For statistical information on the budget
over time see Appendix II).
Paul Adams and Gary Freeman analyzed the budget cuts to social programs
under the Reagan administration. They cite that according to the 1982 Reagan
administration cuts the programs hardest hit would be;
1. Elementary and Secondary education down 20 - 25 percent
2. Food stamps down $1.66 billion out of $12.6 billion
3. Medicaid down $1 billion over the next four years
4. ComprehensiveEmploymentandTrainingActpublicserviceemploymentsector
eliminated and the rest of the program cut 20 percent
5. Child abuse programs from $27.9 million to $19 million





Paul Adams and Gary Freeman, "Social Services Under Reagan and
Thatcher," in Urban Policy Under Capitalism edited by Norman I. and Susan S.
Fainstein (Beverly Hills, CA: Sage Publications, Inc., 1982), pp. 65-82.
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The authors state that the administration views social service programs as having an
adverse effect on the labor market and investment. They want the social serices to
grow slower than government expenditures. Adams and Freeman argue that in the
long run these cuts will "undermine the reproduction of efficient labor power." In the
short run they are likely to increase the cost of other social services such as health
and rehabilitative services.
Sheldon Danziger and Robert Haveman^^ examined the effect of the cuts on
the poverty population. Studying past, present and future budgets they analyzed the
shifts in policy and found what groups will be greatly affected. The hardest hit will
be female household heads, Blacks and the near poor. Citing the findings of the
University of Chicago Center for the Study of Welfare Policy, monthly income of
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female household heads will decline between 20-30 percent. Blacks will not only
suffer due to decreases in transfers but also employment, since 55 percent of their
employment is in the public sector—especially social service programs. The near
poor have stayed above the poverty level through food stamps, extended
unemployment insurance, job training and education subsidies. Since they do not fall
in the safety net as truly needy, they will be harmed the most due to the more
37
stringent eligibility rules for assistance. Tables 6 and 7 look at the federal budget
before and after the cuts for social programs. The first table shows the cost of social
progams while Table 7 outlines the proposed 1983 cuts to programs designed for the
poor.
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Sheldon Danziger and Robert Haveman, "The Reagan Administration's Budget
Cuts; Their Impact on the Poor." Focus 5 (Winter 1981/1982);13-16.
University of Chicago Center for the Study of Welfare Policy, "The Poor;
Profiles of Families in Poverty," March 20, 1981, mimeo.
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Danziger and Haveman, p. 14.
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TABLE 6
THE BUDGET AND SOCIAL PROGRAMS: COSTS
($Billions per fiscal year)
Cost 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987
Food Stamps^
Without Reagan cuts $10.3 $10.6 $11.8 $12.1 $12.5 $12.8 $13.1
With Reagan cuts 10.3 10.3 9.6 9.7 10.0 10.2 10.4
AFDC
Without Reagan cuts 8.1 7.8 6.6 6.6 6.7 6.8 6.9
With Reagan cuts 8.1 7.6 5.5 5.5 5.6 5.6 5.7
Medicaid
Without Reagan cuts 16.8 18.1 19.0 21.0 24.2 26.5 29.2
With Reagan cuts 16.4 17.8 17.0 18.6 20.4 22.1 24.3
Medicare
Without Reagan cuts 42.5 49.9 57.8 66.3 76.2 87.0 99.1
With Reagan cuts 42.5 49.6 55.4 61.2 68.4 75.6 83.1
Source: Sheldon Danziger and Robert Haveman, ”The Reagan Administration's Budget
Cuts: Their Impact on the Poor." Focus 5 (Winter 1981/19S2)2:15.
^Puerto Rico not included
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TABLE 7
THE BUDGET AND SOCIAL PROGRAMS: REAGAN' PROPOSED CUTS,
(Percentage change)
Programs designed primarily for the poor
Child nutrition 9.4 percent
Medicaid 10.4
Welfare 17.5
Social Services Block Grant 17.8
Education Aid 17.9
Food Stamps 19.1
Low-Income energy assistance 25.8
Training employment 46.2
Programs serving poor and nonpoor
Social Security 0 percent
Veteran's disability compensation 1.4
Medicare 4.3
Civil Service Retirement 2.2
Guaranteed Student Loans 23.0
Source: Sheldon Danziger and Robert Haveman, "The Reagan
Administration's Budget Cuts: Their Impact on the Poor."
Focus 5 (Winter 1981-i982)2: 15.
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The results of Danziger and Haveman are further supported by a 1982 study
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conducted by Danziger. He set out to examine how reduced welfare recipiency
would affect economic well being in the short run. By using the March 1981 Current
Population Survey, he measured the redistribution effect of welfare in recent years
by looking at the pre and post transfer poor. Also, the impact of cash and
nonweifare cash transfers was analyzed. The results indicated that there was a
significant reduction in poverty for all races, ages and sexes. The highest reduction
occurred for nonwhite females. However, the number of post transfer poor was still
higher than the pre transfer level of whites. The highest percentage of the
pretransfer poor receiving cash welfare are the nonwhite females, although the group
with the highest percentage removed due to the cash transfer are nonwhite males.
White males comprised the highest proportion of those receiving nonwelfare cash
transfers and had the highest percentage removed from poverty by such transfers.
"Almost 40 percent of nonaged, poor households receive no income transfers, and
many of those who do receive transfers do not receive enough to lift their households
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above the poverty line."
Danziger contends that about five million of the forty million persons receiving
cash transfers will be harmed by the budget cuts. This group will basically be
effected by two components of the cuts. Either they will no longer be eligible for
benefits because their gross income exceeds 150 percent of the state's need standard
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Sheldon Danziger, "Budget Cuts as Welfare Reform" (Paper read at the
Allied Social Science Meetings, National Economic Association Joint Session on




or their benefits wiil be reduced because of the new marginal tax rate. He then
looked at the direction of the effect. In March 1981, the Current Population Surveys
indicated that half of the AFDC recipients did not work. With the welfare
guarantees remaining unchanged and the tax rate being increased, the incentive to
work will be reduced. Also noted was the fact that, one-fourth of the recipients have
incomes above their state guarantees. When they are removed from the rolls their
marginal tax rate will be reduced and both the income and substitution effect will
lead to higher work incentives. However depending on the availability of work, they
might decide to opt for leisure so they will be able to return to welfare.
Danziger then measured what groups would be effected by the cuts by using
data from the July 1981 sample of approximately 4500 AFDC cases in Wisconsin. He
found that 4.5 percent would be terminated because their gross income exceeds the
limit; 4.7 percent would be terminated because of the increased tax rate and 11.4
percent would have benefits reduced because of the tax rate (79.4 percent did not
work and would be effected by the cuts). The hardest hit would be those with
reduced benefits. For this group poverty would double from 30 percent to 60
percent. "These recipients face a strong work disincentive, since their average
disposable income after an average of 24 hours of work per week ($436) is only
slightly higher than that of nonworking recipients ($404)."^^
Previously, the first $30 plus one-third of the recipients income was not
subject to the marginal tax rate (this tax rate is used to determine how much of a
working recipients benefits should be reduced). The new cut states that after four




Lee Bawden and Frank Levy*^^ studied the resulting economic positions of
families and unrelated individuals through simulation models of policy changes. They
found that low*income families and individuals will have a small decline in income.
This is a result of their paying slightly more taxes, and reduced AFDC and Food
Stamps benefits. Looking soley at families who had received AFDC at some point in
the year, they discovered that those families with no earnings, about 40 percent,
would be unaffected by the cuts and changes in benefits. However, those families
with earnings would be worse off by the cuts. The higher the family's earnings, the
higher the reduction in benefits.
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Lee Bawden and Frank Levy, "The Economic Well-Being of Families and
Individuals," in The Reagan Experiment: An Examination of Economic and Social
Policy Under the Reagan Administration edited by 3ohn L. Palmer and Isabel V.
Sawhill (Washington, DC: The Urban Institute Press, 1982), pp. 459-483.
CHAPTERm
DISCUSSION OF TRENDS AND
CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TARGET POPULATION
The purpose of this chapter is to look at the available statistical data on the
poor. The first section will give a brief description of the poor i.e., educational
levels, racial and age distribution, etc. The next section will look at the working
poor. Where the data is available, information will be provided on our target group-
those between 22 - 64 years of age. The last section looks at the levels and sources
of income for the poor. In the initial section, we will attempt to draw out our target
population wherever the statistics are available.
The majority of the data was collected from the US Bureau of the Census,
Current Population Reports, Characteristics of the Population Below the Poverty
Level and Characteristics of the Low Income Population 1970 - 1982. In some
instances, the data is not available by the breakdown we are aiming to capture e.g.,
the nonaged and nondisabled. Therefore, in some cases inferences will have to be
made. Also, after 1979 the Census no longer classified males present in the homes as
the head. Instead, headship is classified as "female householders with no husband
present" and "all other families". The Census Bureau states that this does not cause
much difference in the statistics since most poverty households headed by females do
not have males present. In any case, the earlier years are strictly female and male
heads as the tables reflect.
Description of the Poverty Population
Since 1970, the percent of persons below the poverty level has increased,
however these percents are below that of the 50s and 60s. In 1960, 22.2 percent of
all persons were poor. The percent dropped drastically over the next eleven years but
by 1978 it began to rise; 11.4 percent, 11.7 percent, 13.0 percent, 14.0 percent in 1978,
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1979, 1980 and 1981, respectively. During the twelve year time span of this study,
the racial composition of the poverty population has been fairly constant with whites
comprising over 65 percent of the poor. (See Table 8).
While the percent of the population classified as poor experienced relative
decreases since the 1960s, the number of households headed by females was on the
rise. The phenomenon of females heading poverty households had definitely set in by
1970. If we look at the sex of the household head by race. Black females are more
likely to head poverty families than white females. In 1970, 56.3 percent of poor
Black families were headed by females, by 1982 the percent had increased to 71.1
percent. In fact, 1978 had the highest percent of Black female heads—after that
year it began to decline. At the same time more white females were heading
families. In 1970, 29.7 percent of white families were headed by females and by 1981
It had increased to 38.8 percent. Although white females are rapidly beginning to
head families, white males are still basically the head of their poor households. Since
men earn more than females and white males are usually the heads of their families,
this could explain why a smaller percentage of white families are in poverty (See
Table 9).
At the same time the phenomenon of female headship was occuring, the poor
population was becoming younger (See Table 10). From 1970 to 1982, the percent of
the white population below 65 years of age has increased by 37.4 percent while the
Black nonaged only increased by 7.2 percent. Even though the poor whites are
becoming younger, by 1982 the elderly compromised almost 90 percent of their
population. It is more easily accepted that the majority of the poor should be elderly
since they usually do not work and live on a fixed income of pensions or Social
Security. But for the poor population to be shifting to the nonaged causes some
concern on our understanding of who make up the poor. The fact that more young
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TABLE 8
















SOURCE; U.S, Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce,
Current Population Reports. Consumer Income Series, P-60




PERCENT OF FAMILIES BELOW POVERTY
LEVEL BY RACE AND SEX OF HEAD
1970 - 1982
Female Male
Year Black White Black White
1970 56.3 29.7 43.7 70.3
1971 59.2 31.8 40.8 68.2
1972 63.6 33.0 36.4 67.0
1973 63.8 37.0 36.2 63.0
1974 68.3 38.5 31.7 61.5
1975 66.4 36.3 33.6 63.7
1976 69.4 38.7 30.6 61.3
1977 71.0 39.5 29.0 60.5
1978 74.5 39.5 25.5 60.5
1979 71.7 37.8 28.3 62.2
1980 71.2 38.4 28.8 61.6
1981'’ 69.8 38.8 30.2 61.2
1982 71.1 35.4 28.9 64.6
SOURCE: U^. Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce,
Current Population Reports, Consumer Income Series. P-60 No,




PERSONS UNDER 65 YEARS OF AGE BELOW THE




Year Black White Black White
1970 6865 13500 30.47 7.64
1971 6150 14175 27.02 7.89
1972 7070 13131 30.54 7.29
1973 6768 12444 28.76 6.90
1974 6841 13648 28.77 7.46
1975 6893 15136 28.60 8.26
1976 6951 14080 28.46 7.67
1977 7025 13990 28.46 7.58
1978 6963 13729 27.94 7.35
1979 7122 13983 28.08 6.67
1980 7796 16657 29.53 8.62
1981'^ 8353 18575 31.14,32.65^
9.57
1982 8886 20647 10.50
SOURCE: U^. Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce,
Current Population Reports, Consumer Income Series. P-60 No.
133, p. 7; No. 144, pp. 7, 29.
r- revised
^
In 1982 32.65% of all Black persons were under 65 and poor.
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persons at the working age are becoming poor, implies that youth is not as
significant a factor in keeping one out of poverty.
Table 11 reveals that the years of schooling for the poor has also increased. In
general, the improvement is greatest for women. By 1981 female heads had almost
reached parity, white females had completed twelve years of schooling and Black
females 11.4. The disparity between males has decreased since 1970 but there is still a
gap. Poor Black male heads have attained 82 percent of the years of schooling as
poor white males. Of all the race/sex group white females are the only ones who on
the average are high school graduates (assuming twelve years represent high school
graduation). Therefore in education, poor Black males are far behind the other
groups.
The disparity between years of schooling has decreased between the race/sex
groups of the poor with more improvement for Black females. However, when
observing the ratios between poverty and the total population heads, we see the
disparity has decreased from 1970 but not enough to make the groups equal by 1981.
This problem is more pronounced for Black male heads then females. By 1981 poor
Black females received 92 percent of the years of schooling as the total white female
population.
The Working Poor
In the previous section we described and discussed the composition of the
poverty population, with special attention on our target population—the nonaged
physically able. In this section we will look at the poor who either support
themselves fully or partially through work. The purpose is to outline how the poor
have historically fitted into the broader scheme of work by looking at their work
experience, occupations, participation rates, and unemployment rates.
TABLE 11
MEDIAN YEARS OF SCHOOLING
OF FAMILY HEADS 25 YEARS OLD AND OVER
BELOW POVERTY LEVEL BY RACE AND SEX^ 1970 - 1981
Male Female
Year Black White Black White
1970 6.8 8.7 9.3 10.5
1971 7.2 8.8 9.9 10.4
1972 8.1 8.9 10.1 10.8
1973 7.2 8.9 10.4 10.7
1974 7.2 9.6 10.5 10.8
1975 7.9 9.4 10.5 10.8
1976 8.7 10.3 10.5 11.4
1977 8.5 10.0 10.8 11.6
1978 8.7 10.5 11.0 11.8
1979 8.8 10.4 11.1 11.6
1980 9.3 10.8 11.1 11.7
1981 9.4 11.5 , 11.4 12.0
RATIO: BLACK TO WHITE
Male Female
Below Poverty Below Poverty
Year Poverty to Total Poverty to Total
1970 .78 .55 .89 .77
1971 .82 .59 .95 .82
1972 .91 .65 .94 .83
1973 .81 .58 .91 .83
1974 .75 .58 .97 .86
1975 .84 .63 .97 .86
1976 .85 .70 .93 .86
1977 .85 .67 .93 .88
1978 .83 .69 .93 .89
1979 .85 .70 .96 .90
1980 .86 .74 .93 .88
1981 .82 .74 .95 .92
SOURCE: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce,
Current Population Reports. Consumer Income Series, P-60 No.
81, pp. 83-84; No. 86, pp. 113-4; No. 91, pp. 113-4; No. 98, pp.
117-8; No. 102, p. 105; No. 106, p. 132; No. 115, p. 135; No.
119, p. 133; No. 124, p. 145; No. 130, p. 140; No. 133, p. 128
and unpublished data from the Current Population Survey.
In 1982, 37.5 percent of poor Black family heads worked in contrast to 53.8
percent of white family heads. However, since 1970 the percent of working Black
family heads has declined by about 32 percent while the percent of white family
heads working remained over fifty (See Table 12). An explanation as to why poor
Blacks are not working cannot be derived from the table. There are several possible
explanations i.e., the increasing number of Black families headed by females,
disattachment of Black workers from the labor force, discrimination, the lack of jobs
suited for the skills of the poor, the maintenance of a Black reservation work pool,
etc.
One would expect that with the increase of age the number who work should
decline; this occurs with the poor population. For all race/sex groups, the largest
share of poor persons who work are 22 - 34 years of age (See Table 13). However,
for Black males the majority who worked were between the ages of 14 - 21 until 1980
when this group followed the trend of the other race/sex groups.
To discuss the work experience of the poor there is a need for more
information. Tables 14 - 19 give a more detailed analysis of the work experience of
the poor by looking at the percent of full and part time workers and their reasons for
not working or working only part of the year. Since 1970, the percent of poor workers
who work full time has declined. By 1982, Black males full time work experience
had declined by 33.2 percent, followed by white females and white males. Black
females full time work experience only decreased by 3.7 percent. At the same time
the percent of the poor who worked full time part of the year declined except for
Black males whose percent increased by 12.2 percent. The percent who worked part
time all year increased since 1974 for whites. More of the poor are working part











1970 55.5 54.7 1.01
1971 51.5 53.4 .96
1972 49.1 55.8 .88
1973 47.7 53.2 .90
1974’’ 44.2 55.2 .80
1975 41.9 53.4 .78
1976 40.7 51.0 .80
1977 39.9 51.8 .77
1978 42.5 51.9 .82
1979 41.4 52.0 .80
1980 38.4 54.3 .71
1981 39.0 55.9 .70
1982 37.5 53.8 .70
SOURCE: U^. Bureau of the Census, Department of
Commerce, Current Population Report, Consumer
Income Series, P-60 No. 98, pp. 30-31; No. 124 , pp.
28, 31; No. 130, pp. 23, 26; No. 133, pp. 21, 24; No.




AGE DISTRIBUTION OF PERSONS
14 AND OVER BELOW POVERTY WHO WORKED
BY RACE AND SEX
1970 - 1982
Black Female
Year 14-21 22-34 35-44 45-54 55-59 60 - 64 65 & over
1970 22.0^ 27.3 17.7 15.0 12.3® 5.8
1971 21.4 29.0 18.9 12.5 13.5** 4.6
1972 23.1 27.4 20.0 12.4 6.1 6.2 4.8
1973 22.5 27.7 19.7 13.8 5.7 5.7 4.8
1974 21.9 30.5 18.2 14.5 5.9 4.6 4.4
1973 23.1 33.3 17.3 12.5 5.2 4.1 4.5
1976 24.2 33.1 15.6 15.0 5.8 2.9 3.4
1977 23.0 33.5 16.2 12.0 5.8 4.4 5.1
1978 23.3 37.6 16.1 10.9 5.0 4.1 2.9
1979 22.2*^ 37.7 16.6 11.5 4.9 3.2 3.8
1980 21.3^ 37.0 15.7 13.4 4.3 4.1 4.2
1981 19.1^ 36.7 19.8 12.5 5.0 4.1 2.9
1982 26.r 35.6 17.2 8.9 8.1 1.0 3.0
Black Male
1970 31.0 24.5 14.5 11.8 9.8^ 8.5
1971 30.8 24.2 13.7 12.1 11.8** 7.5
1972 30.5 22.8 16.3 12.5 5.6 5.9 6.4
1973 33.0 20.4 14.8 12.8 5.8 5.9 7.2
1974 40.4 19.0 13.6 10.8 5.2 4.2 6.7
1975 38.8 22.9 15.2 8.0 6.5 4.5 4.1
1976 33.9 26.6 13.0 lO.O 6.9 4.0 5.7
1977 33.7 27.3 16.6 10.7 2.9 4.3 4.6
1978 38.9^ 26.6 11.3 9.5 4.4 5.1 4.2
1979 31.8^ 30.0 13.9 12.4 4.5 3.8 3.5
1980 28.3^ 33.0 16.3 11.5 4.8 2.9 3.2
1981 26.5^ 37.1 14.4 10.3 4.8 3.2 3.7




Year 14 - 21 22 - 34 35 - 44 45-54 55 -59 60 - 64 65 & over
1970 23.7 24.9 17.1 12.5 12.0? 9.8
1971 25.4 27.7 15.6 11.6 12.7*» 7.1
1972 24.6 30.0 15.3 13.3 5.2 5.7 5.7
1973 26.8 30.4 14.7 11.8 5.4 4.7 6.2
1974 25.1 30.9 16.4 11.2 5.3 4.9 6.3
1975 25.9 31.5 15.2 13.0 5.5 4.4 4.5
1976 25.3 34.4 15.6 10.9 5.0 4.4 4.4
1977 26.2 32.4 15.5 12.9 4.9 4.6 3.5
1978 26.0 34.7 15.6 12.2 4.8 3.9 2.8
1979 23.2^ 34.4 17.9 12.1 5.2 4.0 3.2
1980 21.7*^ 41.0 16.9 10.6 4.6 3.3 2.1
1981 21.5^ 41.0 16.9 10.6 4.6 3.3 2.1
1982 18.2^ 41.0 20.4 11.1 3.8 3.3 2.1
White Female
1970 26.0 25.5 12.8 12.9 13.3^ 9.4
1971 29.1 25.3 12.3 12.6 13.S^ 6.9
1972 28.8 29.0 13.2 11.2 5.4 5.3 7.0
1973 30.6 29.4 11.6 11.1 5.8 6.1 5.4
1974 28.5 31.7 11.8 11.4 6.2 5.2 5.2
1975 30.2 32.1 14.2 11.1 4.2 3.8 4.4
1976 28.3 33.6 13.9 11.0 4.9 3.9 4.4
1977 29.4 34.2 14.1 9.9 5.3 3.5 3.6
1978 30.0 35.5 14.6 8.3 4.7 3.7 3.2
1979 28.0^ 37.6 13.9 8.8 4.8 3.5 3.4
1980 25.4^ 41.8 13.9 9.0 3.9 2.4 3.7
1981 23.6^ 40.5 16.3 9.6 4.1 2.4 3.7
1982 23.0*^ 39.1 18.8 9.1 4.6 3.0 2.4
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce, Current
Population Reports. Consumer Income Series. P-60 No. SI, pp. 55-58; No. 86,
pp. 76-79; No. 91, pp. 70 - 74; No. 98, pp. 63-69; No. 104, pp. 63-69; No. 106, pp.
69,77; No. 115, pp. 61,68; No. 119, pp. 65-66; No. 124, pp. 66-67; No. 130, pp.
63-64; No. 133, pp. 61-62; No. 138, pp. 57-58; No. 144, pp. 57-58.
^In 1970 22.0% of poor Black females who worked were between the ages of 14-21.°
Ages 55 - 64^
Ages 15 - 21
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TABLE in
WORK EXPERIENCE OF HOUSEHOLDERS IN POVERTY BETWEEN
22 to 64 WHO WORKED BY RACE












Year BlacU White Black White Black White Black White
1970 34.2^ 45.8 N.A. N.A. 8.7 5.7 N.A. N.A.
1971 38.9 59.6 N.A. N.A. 9.7 6.9 N.A. N.A.
1972 36.9 44.1 N.A. N.A. 8.3 4.3 N.A. N.A.
1973 36.1 38.2 36.1 42.1 8.5 5.1 19.6 14.5
1975 25.4 35.7 40.8 45.1 11.6 6.0 22.2 13.2
1976 32.3 36.9 36.9 41.0 11.1 5.8 19.7 16.3
1977 30.5 41.3 40.5 40.7 9.6 4.4 19.4 13.6
1978 26.6 37.9 46.9 42.2 8.3 4.2 18.2 15.7
1979 28.7 38.3 44.1 39.8 7.4 6.4 19.8 15.5
1980 26.9 36.3 40.4 41.3 10.9 5.0 21.8 17.4
1981 27.7 38.9 38.3 37.6 12.3 6.4 21.7 17.1
1982 24.2 35.6 40.5 40.4 9.4 6.4 26.0 17.4
Source: U^. Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce, Current Population
Reports. Consumer Income Series. P-60 No. 81, p. 76; No. 86, p. 100; No. 91, p.
100; No. 106, p. 109; No. 115, p. Ill; No. 119, p. 109; No. 124, p. 120; No. 130,
p. 117; No. 133, p. 108; No. 138, p. 104.; No. 144, p. 104.
^




WORK EXPERIENCE OF FEMALE HOUSEHOLDERS IN POVERTY BETWEEN
22 to 64 WHO WORKED BY RACE
1970 - 1972, 1975 - 1982
Females
Full time. Full time less Part time Part time less
50-52 weeks than 50 weeks 50-52 weeks than 50 weeks
Year Black White Black White Black White Black White
1970 21.5® 19.9® N.A. N.A. 12.3® 10.1® N.A. N.A.
1971 24.0® 17.9® N.A. N.A. 12.9® 10.9® N.A. N.A.
1972 26.3® 17.4® N.A. N.A. 12.1® 4.2® N.A. N.A.
1975 17.0 15.4 39.7 51.4 15.5 6.0 27.8 27.2
1976 18.3 11.0 40.1 44.2 14.2 9.0 27.4 35.9
1977 18.9 12.3 44.7 49.3 11.3 5.8 25.1 32.6
1978 19.2 11.3 47.9 50.1 10.4 7.6 22.5 31.0
1979 21.8 12.1 44.1 44.4 9.0 7.5 25.1 36.0
1980 21.1 13.0 39.7 45.5 13.4 8.5 25.8 33.1
1981 22.3 15.8 37.2 41.5 14.6 12.6 25.9 30.0
1982 20.7 14.9 36.4 42.8 12.2 11.2 30.6 31.2
Source: U^. Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce, Current Population
Reports, Consumer Income Series. P-60 No. 81, p. 76; No, 86, p. 100; No. 91,
p. 100; No. 115, p. 117; No. 119, p. 115; No. 124, p. 126; No. 130, p. 120; No.
133, p. Ill; No. 138, p. 107; No. 144, p. 107.
^
not by age
N.A, - Not Available
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TABLE 16
WORK EXPERIENCE OF MALE HOUSEHOLDERS IN POVERTY BETWEEN
22 to 64 WHO WORKED BY RACE










Year Black White Black White Black White Black White
1970 45.8® 53.5® N.A. N.A. 6.0® 4.5® N.A. N.A.
1971 52.4® 53.8® N.A. N.A. 6.9® 5.8® N.A. N.A.
1972 46.1® 51.9® N.A. N.A. 5.0® 4.4® N.A. N.A.
1975 37.3 42.8 42.5 42.9 6.0 6.1 14.2 8.2
1976 51.4 46.9 32.5 39.8 6.8 4.7 9.2 8.5
1977 50.9 51.6 32.5 37.7 6.6 4.0 9.9 6.7
1978 43.5 50.0 44.6 38.6 3.1 2.6 8.8 8.7
1979 43.1 48.6 44.1 39.1 3.9 3.9 8.8 8.4
1980 38.3 45.8 41.6 39.6 6.1 3.6 14.1 11.0
1981 36.5 48.8 41.0 35.9 8.6 3.7 13.9 11.6
1982 30.6 42.5 47.7 39.7 4.3 4.9 17.4 12.9
Source; U.S, Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce, Current Population
Reports, Consumer Income Series. P-60 No. 81, p. 76; No. 86, p. 100; No. 91, p.
100; No. 106, p.111; No. 115, p. 114; No. 119, p. 112; No. 124, p. 123; No. 130,





REASONS FOR PART TIME WORK OR NO WORK
OF HOUSEHOLDERS IN POVERTY BY RACE
1971 - 1974, 1978 - 1981
All Families
Ill or Disabled Unable to Find Work
Part Year Nonworkers Part Year Nonworkers
Year Black White Black White Black White Black White
1971 N.A. N.A. 33.9 35.1 42.4® 40.7® 7.8 6.0
1972 N.A. N.A. 30.8 36.2 38.4® 39.7® 7.3 5.7
1973 N.A. N.A. 28.2 34.4 N.A. N.A.. 6.6 3.8
1978 13.1*^ 14.2 29.3 34.2 41.9 36.4 10.8 6.9
1979 15.0 14.0 33.6 32.9 39.4 38.7 18.2 5.4
1980 12.4 10.5 25.8 29.5 47.7 50.2 17.0 12.7
1981 12.0 10.2 24.4 26.4 48.5 56.0 18.9 14.8
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce, Current Population
Reports. Consumer Income Series. P-60 No, 86, p. 100; No. 104, p. 93 No. 124,
p. 120; No. 130, p. 117; No. 133, p. 108; No. 138, p. 104.
a
represents the number who reported they were unemployed,
*^13.1% of the poor Black families that worked less than a year reportd being ill or
disabled as the main reason for not working.
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TABLE 18
REASONS FOR PART TIME WORK OR NO WORK
OF FEMALE HOUSEHOLDERS IN POVERTY BY RACE
1971 - 1973, 1974, 1978 - 1982
Females
Ill or Disabled Unable to Find Work
Part Year Nonworkers Part Year Nonworkers
Year Black White Black White Black White Black White
1971 N.A. N.A. 22.1 12.3 33.1® 14.6® 6.7 5.1
1972 N.A. N.A. 21.6 14.9 22.0® 19.8® 6.7 2.5
1974 N.A. N.A. 26,2 13.9 37.1® 25.4® 8.9 3.4
1978 11.5 6.8 24.0 13.0 37.7 19.8 11.0 5.2
1979 12.4 5.4 27.1 16.0 33.9 24.8 10.6 4.8
1980 11.3 6.4 22.4 17.1 40.1 30.9 16.9 12.3
1981 11.4 9.9 19.1 15.2 41.2 34.8 19.1 9.2
1982 10.1 5.5 20.9 13.8 51.7 42.3 23.9 11.5
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce, Current Population
Reports, Consumer Income Series. P-60 No. 86, p. 100; No. 102, p. 94, No. 104,
p. 93; No. 124, p. 120; No. 130, p. 117; No. 133, p. 108; No. 138, p. 104; No.
144, p. 106.
represents the number who reported they were unemployed.
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TABLE 19
REASONS FOR PART TIME WORK OR NO WORK
OF MALE HOUSEHOLDERS IN POVERTY BY RACE
1971 - 1973, 1974, 1978 - 1982
Males
Ill or Disabled Unable to Find Work
Part Year Nonworkers Part Year Nonworkers
Year Black White Black White Black White Black White
1971 N.A. N.A. 82.4 68.9 55.4® 52.9® 12.1 7.5
1972 N.A. N.A. 78.0 67.3 56.3® 50.0® 12.2 10.5
1974 N.A. N.A. 59.9 64.5 45.1® 53.6® 6.5 4.9
1978 17.6 20.0 64.5 66.2 53.9 49.4 9.7 9.5
1979 22.0 19.4 61.8 59.8 54.1 47.5 8.8 13.0
1980 15.0 12.9 41.3 51.5 65.0 62.3 21.7 22.6
1981 13.0 10.4 49.4 43.8 61.6 69.6 18.1 23.7
1982 13.4 8.4 32.5 34.7 66.7 71.1 24.8 21.1
Source: U,S. Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce, Current Population
Reports. Consumer Income Series. P-60 No. 86, p. 100; No. 102, p. 94, No. 104,
p. 93; No. 124, p. 120; No. 130, p. 117; No. 133, p. 108; No. 138, p. 104; No.
144, p. 109.
represents the number who reported they were unemployed.
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Looking at the change in work experience since 1980 can give a clearer
perspective on the possible effects of the budget cuts. During the twelve year time
span, all of the race/sex groups, with one exception, experienced declines in full
time year round work. However, from 1980 to 1982 white females actually had a l<i.6
percent increase. Black males were the hardest hit in this category. In these two
years, their full time year round work experience declined by over 20 percent.
Blacks also had large drops in their part time year round work categories with males
experiencing close to a 30 percent decline. Part time year round work had the
highest increase for all groups except white females who actually experienced a
decline. Thus regarding work experience. Black males were the hardest hit since
1980.
These numbers could lead one to conclude that full time workers are becoming
part time workers. Although this shift seems apparent, it is not necessarily true.
Unless we had follow up data on each individual we cannot positively state whether
there has been a shift from part time to full time work. It is feasible to assume that
those who once worked full time are unemployed, out of the labor force or part time
workers. However, we can conclude that the greater proportion of poor workers are
full time workers but they are declining, while the proportion of part time workers
are on the rise. It is possible to analyze the change in the amount of work of the
poor by examining reasons they give for not working or part time work. Below we
will look at two main reasons, "ill or disabled” and "unable to find a job".
Table 17 - 19 shows that illness or disability has a greater impact on not
working than working part of the year, regardless of race or sex. It is interesting to
note that from 1970 - 1982 the percent of those not working because of illness or
disability declined significantly for males, slightly for Black females and increased
for white females. Black males who did not work in 197i and 1982, 82.4 and 32.5
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percent, respectively, stated illness or disability as their impediment toward work.
Fewer white males report illness as a factor from their working part year compared
to Black males. However, over one-third of white males do not work due to illness.
On the other hand, illness does not play as great a role in females not working. In
1982, 20.9 percent of Black females said they did not work because of illness
compared to 13.8 percent of whites. Overall, the number of part year workers and
those who do not work and report illness as the barrier has been declining.
Inability to find work is more significant for part year workers. No less than <^9
percent of the male population that work part year state that they could not find a
job. The proportion has not been as high with females, still a significant proportion
also report they cannot find work. Since the early 70s, the proportion of males and
females who are unable to find work has been increasing. By 1982 almost 67 percent
of Black males, 71 percent of white males, 52 percent of Black females and 42
percent of white females only worked part of the year because they were unable to
find a job. On the other hand, a smaller proportion of those who did not work
report the inability to find a job as the reason. In contrast to white females, a larger
proportion of Black females report they did not work because they were unable to
find a job.
One would expect fewer women would report inability to find a job as the major
reason for not working because of child care responsibility. But by 1982, we see 23.9
percent of Black females not working report they could not find a job compared to
11.5 percent of white females. The percent of females who do not work because they
are "keeping house"-which we assume incorporates child care- has been decreasing.
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In the household surveys conducted by the Census, respondents were asked to
list the main reasons for working part time or not working. This paper only looks at
three reasons: inability to find a job, keeping house and illness.
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Black females had a higher percentage decrease compared to whites, 24.4 percent to
14.5 percent, respectively. Similar statistics are found for females who work part of
the year. In 1979, 44.3 percent and 60.8 percent poor females said they worked part
year because of child care. Black and white respectively. By 1982, it had declined to
18.5 percent and 36.4 percent representing a 58.2 percent drop for Black females and
a 40.1 percent decline for white females. On the other hand for those who did not
work, more than 50 percent of females said keeping house hindered them from
employment (See Table 20).
In conclusion, we see the inability to find a job is an important factor for not
working all year. Also, the absence of jobs is increasingly becoming an important
reason for the poor not working. It appears that for males, illness is the primary
reason for not working while for females child care responsibility is more important.
Now that the fact that the poor work has been documented, the emphasis of this
section will focus on the historical job distribution of the poor (See Table 21).
Since 1970, service work has been the major occupation of poor Black family
heads. (See Appendix III for occupations of AFDC recipients.) Between 1970 - 1981
no less than 34 percent of poor Blacks worked as service workers. There was a
steady increase over the years and by 1981 40.5 percent of poor working Blacks were
service workers. Following service workers, operatives was the next category with
the highest concentration of Black workers. The trend is different for poor working
whites. The majority of this group worked as laborers and farm laborers, operatives
or service workers. No consistent pattern exists except from 1970-1981 where service
work was their major occupation. Like whites, in the earlier years farm work was a
significant occupation for Blacks but by 1981 the percent employed in this category
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TABLE 20
PERCENT OF POOR FEMALE HOUSEHOLDERS BETWEEN 22-64 WHO DID NOT WORK
OR WORKED PART YEAR BECAUSE THEY "WERE KEEPING HOUSE" BY RACE
1972. 1979 - 1982
Blacks
1972 1979 1980 1981 1982
Part Year Workers N.A. 44.3 38.0 29.9 18.5
Did Not Work 69.4 55.8 56.0 56.0 52.5
Whites
Part Year Workers N.A. 60.8 51.3 42.2 36.4
Did Not Work 79.5 77.0 68.4 70.1 68.0
N.A, - not available
Source; U.S. Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce, Current Population
Reports. Consumer Income Series. P-60 No. 91, p. 100; No. 130, p.
117: No. 133, p. Ill; No. 138, p. 107; No. 144, p. 107.
TABLE 21













•T970— 4.6 5.6 4.4 20.8 36.1 14.0 14.6
1971 5.6 5.5 7.6 19.7 35.7 12.7 13.2
1972 5.1 8.9 7.9 22.9 34.4 12.7 13.2
1973 5.1 7.7 6.4 21.0 37.2 12.2 10.6
1974 3.3 8.4 8.3 22.0 39.9 8.7 8.9
1975 4.7 9.5 7.6 19.1 40.1 9.1 9.8
1976 5.0 11.7 5.3 22.3 36.5 8.2 10.9
1977 4.3 13.0 10.0 21.7 35.5 9.8 5.7
1978 4.8 14.2 6.6 20.9 38.0 8.6 7.0
1979 5.1 16.7 5.4 22.9 36.0 7.8 5.9
1980 5.6 18.0 5.4 17.8 38.8 8.7 5.7
1981 5.6 14.6 5.2 20.9 40.5 7.3 6.0
Whites
"7575“ 5.S 577 12.3 1^:6 14.7 9.1 21.8
1971 11.3 12.2 15.6 16.9 14.1 8.7 21.2
1972 13.9 11.0 16.1 18.6 15.0 7.8 17.6
1973 13.0 12.9 14.4 18.3 15.7 8.0 17.8
1974 10.9 10.4 14.5 18.6 16.8 9.3 19.5
1975 12.8 11.5 16.0 18.6 16.8 9.3 19.5
1976 11.3 12.5 14.9 19.2 16.3 7.8 18.0
1977 14.0 11.7 14.3 17.2 16.1 7.2 19.6
1978 15.5 11.9 14.3 19.5 18.3 8.0 12.4
1979 15.4 12.8 15.6 16.5 18.2 9.8 11.7
1980 13.3 12.5 17.1 15.9 18.7 8.1 14.5
1981 13.8 12.0 16.2 17.2 17.8 7.2 15.8
o>
Source: U^. Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce, Current Population Reports, Consumer Income
Series. P-60 No. 98, pp. 30-31; No. 120, pp. 26, 29; No. 130, pp. 23, 26; No. 13, pp. 21, 24; No. 138, pp. 17,
20.
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declined. The concentration of poor workers in the different categories reflects the
shifts of the total labor force and the projections for the future. The occupational
groups expected to have the largest growth in employment are Service Workers,
Professional and Technical workers, Clerical Workers, Salesworkers and Craft and
hh
Kindred Workers, respectively.
Focusing on the change in the percent distribution indicates the magnitude of
growth or decline. Although service work had the highest proportion of poor Black
workers, the rate of increase was a little over 12 percent. The rate of growth was
highest for clerical and sales, 160.7 percent, and lowest for operatives, 0.5 percent.
Laborers and farm laborers declined at a rate of 58.9 percent. For whites,
professional and managerial workers had the highest growth rate, 137.9 percent while
operatives had the lowest rate, 3.6 percent. Like Blacks, white laborers and farm
laborers had the highest decline rate 27.5 percent. In other words, although by 1981
the poor were more likely to work as service workers, this category did not have the
highest growth rate.
Shifting into high growth occupations does not appear to be the solution for
eliminating poverty. It is obvious that the poor are not experiencing wage increases
by moving to these high growth occupations. For instance, one would expect
professional and managerial workers to earn an income sufficient to keep them out of
poverty. Therefore, the percent of the poor in these categories should be declining.
The data indicates that since 1970 there are almost 22 percent more poor Black and
138 percent more white professionals who do not earn enough to remain above the
Max L. Carey, "Occupational Employment Growth Through 1990," Monthly
Labor Review 104 (August 1981);45.
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poverty line. It would be more comforting to know that more of the poor are located
in low paying low growth industries. This would indicate that shifting to high growth
industries would help remove one from poverty.
Tables 12 and 21 indicate the poor work and they are in occupations which have
forecasts of high growth, according to Carey. However, their employment and
occupational shifts has not allowed them to escape poverty. The next section
examines the unemployment rates of the poor to look at another possible explanation
on their poverty and/or work experience.
The information available on unemployment and the poor is scarce. However,
we have one table which does give their unemployment rates. The poor have always
had unemployment rates higher than the total population (See Table 22). In both
cases Black unemployment has been higher than whites. But the problem is more
severe for poor Blacks. From 1970 to 1981, the unemployment rates of the poor
doubled for whites and more than doubled for Blacks. By 1980, the unemployment
rate for poor Blacks was 31.9 compared to 14.3 for all Blacks, and 18.4 for poor whites
compared to 6.3 for all whites.
It would be beneficial for the study to look at the unemployment rates of the
poor by occupational groups but the data is not readily available. Therefore, we will
have to look at the data for the total population and draw inferences. Table 23 looks
45
at the percent of workers unemployed 15 weeks or more by occupation. Since 1970,
we see the occupations with the most workers unemployed 15 weeks or more are
Operatives, except Transport; Service Workers, except Private Household; Craft and
45
Appendix III Table 39 looks at the percent of the poor who worked less than fifty
weeks by number of weeks unemployed.
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TABLE 22
UNEMPLOYMENT RATES OF POVERTY HEADS AND
THE TOTAL POPULATION BY RACE, 1970 - 1982
Black White
Year Poor Total Poor Total
1970 12.5 8.2® 10.2 4.5
1971 15.2 9.9® 12.2 5.4
1972 14.8 10.0® 9.2 5.1
1973 16.1 9.6 10.0 4.3
1974'’ 22.2 10.5 17.9 5.0
1975 22.2 14.8 18.1 7.8
1976 26.6 14.0 18.6 7.0
1977 25.6 14.0 15.7 6.2
1978 22.5 12.8 14.6 5.2
1979 25.3 12.3 16.5 5.1
1980 31.9 14.3 18.4 6.3
1981'' 29.4 15.6 20.4 6.7
1982 39.9 18.9 26.7 8.6
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce,
Current Population Reports, Consumer Income Series. P-
60 No. 98, pp. 25-26; No. 124, pp. 26, 29; No. 130, pp. 23,
27; No. 133, pp. 21; No. 138, pp. 17, 20; No. 144, pp. 17,
20; U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training
Administration, Employment and Training Report of the
President. 1982, pp. 190, 197; U.S. Department of Labor,
Bureau of Labor Statistics, Geographic Profile of
Employment and Unemployment. 1982, p. 3.
a- Black and others
r- revised
TABLE 23
PERCENT OF WORKERS UNEMPLOYED 15 WEEKS OR OVER
1979 - 1981
Occupation by Longest




6.9 8.5 6.7 7.4 6.5 5.4 6.6 6.9 7.4 7.3 5.2 5.4
strators, except farm 3.6 3.8 4.4 4.2 4.9 4.5 5.6 5.8 5.3 5.7 4.4 4.3
Sales Worker l^.l 4.2 4.7 4.9 4.6 4.1 3.9 4.7 4.1 4.0 3.6 3.3
Clerical Worker 13. 13.4 14.6 13.3 14.5 13.6 14.8 14.9 14.1 13.5 11.5 12.9
Craft and Kindred
Operatives, except
11.9 12.1 12.1 11.7 11.2 14.5 13.8 11.9 11.6 11.2 13.6 13.9




N.A. N.A. 3.9 3.9 4.3 4.3 4.3 4.1 3.9 4.2 5.6 5.0
farm
Farmers and Farm
9.5 9.0 8.8 9.5 9.9 10.5 9.9 9.5 9.3 10.1 11.5 11.0




1.8 0.8 0.9 1.2 1.1 0.6 1.1 1.4 1.2 0.9 1.0 1.2
private household 10.7 11.1 11.7 13.3 13.0 11.1 13.1 13.6 14.0 14.4 12.1 13.4
Private Household 0.9 0.7 0.8 2.0 0.7 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.7 0.4 0.4
Source: U.S.Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration, Employment and Training Report of the
President. 1979, p. 281 and same document for the year 1982, p, 205.
0.0 does not necessarily denote that Farmers and Farm Managers are not unemployed more than 15 weeks, but the
base is so small that the number is not significant.
N.A.- not available.
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Kindred; and Clerical Workers. Outside of the duration of unemployment, it appears
the occupations of the poor are plagued with high unemployment rates. Since 1970,
nonfarm laborers, service workers, operatives and craft and kindred, respectively,
have had the highest unemployment rates of the occupational grouping (see Tables 24
and 25).
Overall, the situation of the working poor is dismal. We have documented the
fact that the poor do work but their work experience is beginning to decline. The
occupations which the poor are concentrated in follows the trends of occupations
with future high growth. However, this is not sufficient to bring the poor above
poverty levels. We see the poor have extremely high unemployment rates and longer
durations of unemployment. Their labor market conditions are poor and are
worsening over the years. All in all, the poor still work and will probably continue to
work as long as they can find jobs. But being realistic, the committment to work is
not enough to provide for a family. What the next section sets out to examine is the
income of the poor. We will in particular address exactly how much of their income
is from transfer payments and wages and salaries.
Income
To some a discussion of income of the poor would seem fruitless, since it is the
lack of money that has kept them in poverty. However, in order to give a complete
picture of the poor we need to discuss the source of their income with special
attention on wages and transfers.
Since 1970, the mean income of poor Blacks has been higher than that of poor
whites (see Table 26). In fact it is higher for Black males than all other groups.
These numbers do not necessarily indicate that poor Blacks are better off financially
than poor whites. Family size is a factor which needs to be considered. Table 27
shows that Black families are larger than white families. Therefore, there are more
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TABLE 24




3ob Held 1975 1976 1977
Male Female Male Female Male Female
Frolessionai, 'l ecMnical
and Kindred Workers 6.7 4.2 7.2 4.3 6.1 5.1
Managers and Admini¬
strators except farm 4.7 5.9 5.1 3.8 5.3 5.6
Sales Worker 11.9 16.1 9.7 17.6 9.2 19.6
Craft and Kindred 13.1 B 9.5 B 8.8 B
Clerical Workers 8.1 11.5 9.7 10.9 10.8 11.9
Operatives, except
transport 17.3 21.9 12.9 18.6 11.8 16.5
Transport Equipment
operatives 12.5 B 10.3 B 8.5 B
Laborers, except farm 19.2 B 17.3 B 16.4 B
Farm Workers 8.0 B 8.1 B 7.5 B
Service Workers, except
private household 13.0 12.9 14.1 14.1 13.8 14.9
Private Household B 6.4 B 7.2 B 5.9




and Kindred Workers 2.7 3.8 2.4 3.9 2.1 3.8
Managers and Admini¬
strators except farm 2.6 4.3 2.5 4.8 2.2 4.3
Sales Worker 4.0 7.4 3.6 7.0 3.8 6.3
Craft and Kindred 7.8 10.2 6.6 7.5 5.3 6.7
Clerical Workers 4.9 6.5 5.1 6.2 4.3 5.6
Operatives, except
transport 11.8 17.3 8.7 12.1 7.4 10.8
Transport Equipment
operatives 7.8 7.2 7.3 5.8 6.3 5.7
Laborers, except farm 15.1 12.8 13.1 10.8 11.2 9.6
Farm Workers 2.9 3.7 3.4 7.1 3.5 6.3
Service Workers, except
private household 7.7 8.4 7.5 8.5 6.2 8.0
Private Household B 4.7 B 4.8 B 4.4
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce, Consumer Income
Series. P-23, No. 80, p. 214.
B- base less than 75,000
TABLE 25
UNEMPLOYMENT RATES BY OCCUPATIONAL GROUP, 16 YEARS AND OLDER
1970 - 1981
1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981
Professional
& Technical 2.0 2.9 2.4 2.2 2.3 3.2 3.2 3.0 2.6 2.4 2.5 2.8
Managers &
Administrators 1.3 1.6 1.8 1.4 1.9 3.0 3.1 2.8 2.1 2.1 2.4 2.7
Sales Workers 3.9 4.3 4.3 3.7 4.2 5.8 5.4 5.2 4.1 3.9 4.4 4.6
Clerical Workers 4.1 4.8 4.7 4.2 4.6 6.6 6.4 5.9 4.9 4.7 5.3 5.7
Craft & Kindred 3.8 4.8 4.3 3.7 4.4 8.3 6.9 5.7 4.7 4.5 6.6 7.5
Operatives,
except transport 7.1* 8.3* 7.6 6.2 8.2 14.7 10.8 9.6 8.2 8.5 12.2 12.2
T ransport
8.8 8.7operatives a a 4.7 4.1 5.1 8.5 7.7 6.6 5.3 5.5
Nonfarm laborers 9.5 10.8 10.3 8.5 10.1 15.6 13.7 12.1 10.8 10.9 14.6 14.7
Private House-
hold workers 4.2 4.4 4.0 4.4 4.3 5.4 5.6 4.9 5.1 4.7 4.6 4.9
Other Service
workers 5.5 6.6 6.7 5.9 6.6 8.9 9.1 8.5 7.7 7.4 8.2 9.2
Farm workers 2.6 2.6 2.7 2.6 2.6 3.6 4.5 4.7 3.9 3.9 4.6 5.3
Source: U.S. Department of Labor, Employment and Training Administration, Employment and Training Report of
the President. 1982, p. 199.




MEAN INCOME OF FAMILIES BELOW THE




Male Female Male Female
Year Total Head Head Total Head Head
1970 2531 2825 2307 2084 2132 1970
1971 2699 3080 2437 2218 2302 2038
1972 2788 3151 2577 2299 2359 2176
1973 2975 3200 2847 2445 2527 2311
1974 3134 3494 2956 2569 2597 2522
1975 3388 3780 3189 2974 3057 2829
1976 3658 3931 3523 3087 3086 3088
1977 1807 4399 3565 3056 3006 3133
1978 3930 4655 3681 3383 3428 3316
1979 4306 4863 4087 3817 3958 3585
1980 4796 5701 4430 4294 4480 3996
1981 5058 6019 4643 4723 4896 4452
1982 5228 6229 4822 4885 5128 4442
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce, Current
Population Reports. Consumer Income Series P-60 No. 81, p. 90;
No. 86, p. 117; No. 91, p. 120; No. 98, p. 126; No. 106, p. 133; No.
115, p. 136; No. 119, p. 134; No. 124, p. 146; No. 130, p. 147; No.
133, p. 129; No. 138, p. 124; No. 144, p. 124.
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TABLE 27
















Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce, Current
Population Reports. Consumer Income Series. P-60 No, 86, p. 41;
No. 102, pp. 25-26; No. 106, pp. 25, 28, 100, 102; No. 115, pp. 25,
28, 102, 104; No. 119, pp. 25, 28, 100, 102; No. 124, p. 81; No. 133,
p. 78; No. 138, p. 76; No. 144, pp. 17, 20.
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persons in the family to share the income. Thus, relatively Black families are poorer
than white families. But the point is better illustrated when we look at the mean
income deficit for poor families (Table 28). It is evident from this data that on the
average, it would take more income to remove a poor Black family out of poverty.
The case is even more severe for households headed by females. Initially the amount
of money to remove all race/sex groups from poverty was declining, but by 1981 it had
passed the 1970 level. Therefore, while the percent of those in poverty has declined
since the 60s, it takes even more money to remove people from poverty.
We have documented the deficiencies in the poor's income. Now we turn our
discussion to their sources of income. Table 29 discusses the source of the poor's
income and what percent of their aggregate income is from these sources. We see a
considerable proportion of the poor receive income from wages and salaries. For
instance in 1978, 53.1 percent of poor Black female heads 25 to 64 had income from
wage and salary. The source section aiso reveals that a large percent of the poor
receive income from public assistance. Females, especially Black, receive a higher
percent from public assistance income than males. On the other hand, a positive
trend appears to be occuring since 1978. The percent of each race/sex group that
receives income from public assistance is declining while the percent who receive
income from Wage and Salary is increasing, except for Black females. The "other
transfer payments" income category is not extremely high but appears to be a more
significant source for males than females. In all groups, the percent who receive
income from this category has passed the 1978 level.
46
Note families receive income from several sources.
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TABLE 28
MEAN INCOME DEFICIT OF FAMILIES BELOW THE
POVERTY LEVEL BY RACE AND SEX
1970 - 1981
All Female All Other
Families Householder Families
Year Black White Black White Black White
1970 3792 2403 4142 2851 3340 2241
1971 3458 2399 3663 2884 3157 2178
1972 3576 2447 3781 2698 3216 2318
1973 3504 2357 3609 2667 3316 2182
1974 3572 2589 3687 2892 3325 2370
1975 3711 2357 3880 2567 3380 2215
1976 3385 2368 3483 2440 3165 2317
1977 3450 2440 3624 2548 3026 2356
1978 3579 2444 3792 2576 2954 2325
1979 3581 2521 3779 2929 3081 2285
1980 3721 2631 3954 2790 3142 2460
1981 3980 2675 4219 2940 3429 2471
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce, Current
Population Reports. Consumer Income Series. P-60 No 138, p. 26.
TABLE 29
INCOME BY TYPE OF POOR FAMILY HEADS 25-64 BY SEX AND RACE, 1978 - 1982
Percent Distribution by Type of Income Percent of Aggregate Income by Type






































































Wage and Salary —m— 68.5 73.9 73.2 72.7 61.1 60.8 64.6 68.5 64.4
Public Assistance
Other Transfers*^
26.5 19.9 23.9 22.6 25.6 10.9 9.3 11.1 10.3 9.9
11.9 20.5 19.3 18.1 20.2 4.3 5.5 4.4 5.5 6.5
White Male Householders
Wage and Salary 62.7 66.0 69.2 67.3 67.9 64.9 64.0 70.1 71.6 65.5
Public Assistance
Other Transfers”
16.3 15.3 15.8 11.9 14.7 11.9 9.2 9.2 7.0 8.9
15.1 17.2 20.8 21.9 22.5 7.1 6.3 9.8 8.4 9.7
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce, Current Population Reports, Consumer Income Series.
P-60 No. 124, pp. 163-164, 175-176; No. 130, pp. 158-159, 170-171; No. 133, pp. 138-139, 150-151; No. 138, pp.
133-134, 145-146; No. 144, pp. 133-134, 145-146.
53.1 percent of Black female householders receive wages and salaries.
° Unemployment and Worker's Compensation, and Veterans Payment
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The column of the "Percent of aggregate income ..." in Table 29 shows what
percentage of each group's total income is from the specified source. For females,
public assistance makes up the largest share of their aggregate income. By 1982, the
percent decreased for both groups with white females experiencing the largest
percentage decline. A small percent of male aggregate income is from Public
Assistance and the percents declined with white males having the largest decline.
Just as the percent of households receiving other transfer payments increased, the
percent of the groups aggregate income from this source increased and white male
heads had the highest proportion.
Overall, the financial situation of the poor appears to be deteriorating. The
only table which shows improvement is the "Mean Income of Families Below the
Poverty Level". However, this table does not consider the real mean income of
families. In fact, if these numbers were deflated, we would only find slight
improvements as the case with the total population. In 1982 more money was
required to remove families from poverty than the earlier years, in real and nominal
terms. Thus, wage and salary is a major factor in the poor's income but public
assistance income plays a more important role in the percent of aggregate income for
women.
Conclusion
This chapter attempted to review and analyze the trends that have occurred in
the poor population. Some of the sections reviewed indicate the poor are willing to
work but have problems obtaining jobs. An increasing number of the poor do not work
or only work part time because of the lack of jobs. Also, the number of weeks the
poor work has changed. Where there used to be more full time workers we now see
an increase in part time and part year (less than fifty weeks) workers. Those who do
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work face extremely high unemployment rates and employment in high turnover
occupations.
Wage and salary figures of the poor are even more disturbing, A significant
share of income is from working. This could only lead us to believe that although
they have shifted into occupations with potential high growth rates, they are still
located in the lowest paying jobs of the categories.
The data collected in this chapter does substantiate the fact that the poor
work. In light of one of our secondary hypothesis- there is an absence of a significant
relationship between budget cuts and employability factors~we would have to
speculate the cuts would have detrimental effects. The Reagan administration
declared the poor are lazy and should be forced to work by removing their assistance.
But the amount of income males, not always females, receive from assistance is
small compared to income derived from wages and salaries. However, the transfer
income they do receive could be an important factor in improving the living
conditions of the poor.
Although we would like to conclude that the cuts would be disastrous, we need
more information than what is merely found in the tables. The next chapter will
discuss the findings of our model—which attempts to measure the probability of
being employed for the poor.
CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS OF THE MODEL
This chapter sets out to present the findings of our regression model. In
Chapter I, the assumptions and theories regarding the variables for the regression
equation of this paper were discussed. Based on the models of Kalachek and Raines,
and Hill, the equation is specified as follows:
Y = f Q +f jSCHOOL + £12WAGE +£3PAINC + f^FULTIM -f^PARTIM
+ fgCPI - £7UNEMP +£ gAl + £98! +
where Y is work experience
(See Appendix I for definition of variables.)
This model specifies working part time and unemployment as the negative variables
on work experience. There are separate regression equations for Blacks and whites
by sex.
Before examining the model, a review of the hypotheses is necessary. The
major hypothesis stated that the Reagan administration budget cuts will increase the
size of the poverty population. The purpose of the regression is not to test this major
hypothesis, the data provides information which can lead to inferences. Table 30
indicates that the number of poor have increased. From 1980 to 1982, the percent of
persons and family heads below poverty increased. Although there are more Blacks in
poverty, whites increased at a faster rate, 17.6 percent. Even with this large
increase. Black female family heads are more likely to be in poverty than any other
group, followed by white females.
Under the Reagan administration the number of persons and family heads,
except Black males, reached the highest poverty rate since 1970. In 1983, the




PERCENT DISTRIBUTION OF POOR
Persons Family Householder
Female Male
xear Black White Black White Black White
1970 33.5^ 9.9 54.3^ 25.0 18.6 6.2
1971 32.5 9.9 53.5 26.5 17.2 5.9
1972 33.3 9.0 53.3 24.3 16.2 5.3
1973 31.4 8.4 52.7 24.5 15.4 4.6
1974 30.3 8.6 52.2 24.8 13.2 4.7
1975 31.3 9.7 50.1 25.9 14.2 5.5
1976 31.1 9.1 52.2 25.2 13.5 4.9
1977 31.3 8.9 51.0 24.0 13.5 4.8
197S 30.6 8.7 50.6 23.5 11.8 4.7
1979 31.0 9.0 49.4 22.3 13.2 4.8
1980 32.5 10.2 49.4 25.7 14.3 5.6
1981 34.2 11.1 52.9 27.4 15.6 6.3
1982 35.6 12.0 56.2 27.9 16.4 7.0
1983 35.7 12.1 53.8 28.3 16.2 7.0
Source: U^. Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce, Current
Population Reports. Consumer Income Series. (Advance Data), P-60,
No. 145, pp. 20-22.
j^33.5% of Black persons are poor°54.3% of families headed by Black females are poor^
revised
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highest poverty rate this group had was during the first term of President Reagan.
This analysis only shows that the relative size of the poverty population has increased
since 1970. It is not meant to argue that the Reagan administration is the cause of
this increase in poverty. Other factors such as, recessions could have an important
influence.
The minor hypotheses the regression is designed to test are:
1. The major factors determining the employability of the poor are sex,
occupation, unemployment rate, median years of schooling and the rate of
inflation
2. There is an absence of a positive correlation between cuts and the
variables determining employability




In all of the equations R was above 95 percent. This shows that almost all of
the variation in the dependent variable, WORKEX, is explained by the independent
variables. A problem arises in the FULTIM and PARTIM variables. In each equation
they are highly correlated, above (.90). In the specifications of the variables, the
researcher attempted to control for this correlation. FULTIM measured those who
worked full time all year while PARTIM measured those who worked part time all
year. These were not either/or variables since combined they did not represent the
total population. A low level of correlation was expected. Except for white females,
47
these variables were not significant. Although they are highly correlated and not
significant, the signs and the magnitude of these variables are of interest.
47
Because our sample size is small (N=13), the researcher used the student t-
distribution to test for significance. Only variables significant at the 90 percent,
95%, 99% confidence interval are given.
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Tables 31 and 32 compares the unstandardized and standardized regression
coefficients. The only variable which followed our estimation of the equation for
each sex/race group was SCHOOL. Instead of analyzing the cells in our table, we will
discuss each sex/race group individually.
For Black females five of the nine independent variables in the equation are
significant- SCHOOL, WAGE, PAINC, CPI, Cl and Bl.^* Of these variables, WAGE
has the largest effect on work experience. Only four of the variables followed the
expected sign—WAGE, PAINC, UNEMP and Bl. The most shocking result was
SCHOOL. The sign of the variable was negative. However, this variable has a high
negative correlation with UNEMP. This could explain why UNEMP is not significant
and SCHOOL has a negative regression coefficient. The Reagan administration
assumes decreasing welfare programs will increase work experience, the opposite
appears to occur for Black females. Although PARTIM and FULTIM are not
significant, PARTIM work seems to have a positive impact on work experience. This
could be attributed to child care responsibility of females. CPI has a positive effect
on work experience, which is expected, since higher levels of inflation imply strong
economic growth and more jobs.
Using the mean results (see Table 33) from the data on females, Y* = 51.6 Since
WAGE has the greatest impact it follows that decreasing wage, would have a stronger
effect than any of the other variables on work experience. When PAINC is
decreased by 3 percent, and the other variables remain at the mean value, estimated
work experience equals 51.43 percent. On the other hand, decreasing WAGE by
48
A1 is dropped from the equation because none of the top occupations of Black
females were likely to have incomes over $6,000.
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TABLE 31
COMPARISON OF UNSTANDARDIZED REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS
(rounded)
Black White Black White
Females Females Males Males
SCHOOL
B -5.14 3.64 8.88 3.09
t/Significance 1.95/5 % 1.67/10% 1.77/10%. .66/-
Standard error (2.64) (2.18) (5.02) (4.66)
WAGE
B 5.85 5.21 6.95 3.83
t/Significance 9.45/1% 7.83/1% 1.78/10% 2.21/5%
Standard error (.62) (.67) (2.43) (1.74)
PAINC
B .11 .16 -.02 -.15
t/Significance 1.37/10% 3.23/1% .22/- 1.50/10%
Standard error (.08) (.05) (.11) (.10)
FULTIM
B -.25 .95 .91 -.75
t/Significance .78/- 3.22/1% .92/- .85/-
Standard error (.32) (.30) (.99) (.88)
PARTIM
B .21 -.85 -.41 .35
t/Significance .76/- 3.15/1% .72/- .71/-
Standard error (.27) (.27) (.57) (.48)
CPI
B .91 .50 -1.20 -.44
t/Significance 3.5/1% 1.91/5% 1.34/- .56/-
Standard error (2.64) (.26) (.89) (.78)
UNEMP
B -.33 .52 -1.56 -.14
t/Significance 1.11/- 1.74/10% 4.80/1% .87/-
Standard error (.30) (.30) (.33) (.77)
A1
B - -.47 • -1.10
t/Significance -/- 1.26/- -/- 1.60/10%












B 1.70 -0.25 1.76 -1.25
t/Significance 3.79/1% .09/- 1.33/- 1.42/10%
Standard error (.45) (.31) (1.33) (.88)
Cl
B -.41 -.37 .31
t/Significance (.20)/5% (2.47)/5% -/- .93/-
Standard error (.20) (.15) (-) (.33)
Constant 86.32 30.03 -24.78 86.52
.998 .999 .965 .992
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TABLE 32










Beta -.22 .12 .40 .29
WAGE
Beta .38 .75 .70 .79
PAINC
Beta .13 .23 -.04 -.39
FULTIM
Beta -.49 1.92 .93 -1.39
PARTIM
Beta .45 -1.82 -.66 1.17
CPI
Beta .18 .09 -.16 -.13
UNEMP
Beta -.17 .16 -1.06 -.42
AT
Beta - -.09 - -.06
B1
Beta .25 -.12 .24 -.48
Cl
Beta -.11 -.01 - .12
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TABLE 33









SCHOOL 10.638 11.208 8.285 9.954
WAGE 2.094 1.991 2.999 2.579
PAINC 51.017 44.973 14.173 15.033
FULTIM 33.146 27.754 51-977 56.615
PARTIM 27.392 23.683 20.238 19.077
CPI 7.854 7.854 7.854 7.854
UNEMP 23.400 16.038 26.138 16.033
WORKEX 50.292 48.085 65.292 74.054
Al 0 1 0 1
B1 1 1 1 1
Cl 1 1 0 1
These are the average values of the variables from 1970 until 1982
Al, Bl, Cl are dummy variables for occupation.
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3 percent will decrease 51.23 percent. Thus, the assumption of the administration on
increasing work experience by decreasing weifare does not hold true for Black
females.
The results of the regression produces different results for white females.
Their standardized regression coefficients indicates that FULTIM and PARTIM has
the most influence on work experience. The signs of these variables are exactly as
expected.
Increasing the number who work full time would increase work experience while
part time would cause the percent to drop. However, with all of the regressions,
these variables are highly correlated (.995). Of the other significant variables, WAGE
has the highest impact. The remaining variables have the expected signs, except
unemployment and the dummy variables for occupations. The unemployment variable
is significant and indicates that increasing unemployment for white females will
increase their work experience. This is not a logical finding, since higher
unemployment rates imply there will be fewer workers. Therefore, the work
experience number should decline. The unemployment rates are by race and not sex.
Therefore, it is possible that these unemployment rates are overweighted by those for
white males. This would indicate that the more white males are unemployed, the
more likley white females will work.
Inserting the mean results into the regression equation yields a Y' value of
85.96. Decreasing PAINC by 3 percent, and holding the other variables at the mean
values, yields a V value of 85.U percent. Since WAGE has the highest impact,
cutting the mean value by 3 percent will yield a Y* value of 85.65 percent. While
cutting PAINC will decrease work experience by 1 percent, cutting WAGE will
decrease work experience by A percent. Again, the administration's assumption that
decreasing welfare will increase work is incorrect.
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The results for Black males indicate that only three of the eight variables are
significant. Only one of the three variables are significant at the 99 percent
confidence interval. The significant variables are SCHOOL, WAGE and UNEMP, with
unemployment having the largest effect. All of the significant variables have the
expected sign. Although PAINC is not significant, the sign of this variable shows it
has a negative impact on work experience. If PAINC increases, the amount of work
experience decreases. The remaining variables, which are not significant, all have
the expected signs.
Inserting the mean results into the equation yields a Y' value of 72.29.
Decreasing PAINC by 3 percent will increase work experience by 99.79 percent.
Increasing wage by 3 percent will yield a Y' value of 97.35 percent. Thus, the
assumption of the administration holds true for Black males. But as with females the
wage variable has a greater impact on work experience.
The final analysis is for white males. Only four of the ten independent
variables are significant—WAGE, PAINC, A1 and Bl. None of these variables, except
WAGE, have the expected sign. As with the other cases, WAGE has the greatest
impact. Also, this variable has the highest significant level, 95 percent. WAGE is
highly correlated with WORKEX (.908). This should not affect the outcome of the model
since they are not two independent variables. Although the remainder of the variables
are notsignificant, theyhave theexpected signwith theexceptionof FULTIMandPARTIM.
These two variables have signs which are reversed from the estimate equation.
Inserting the mean results into the equation yields a Y’ value of 72.9. If we
decrease the average value of PAINC by 3 percent Y* increases to 72.35. Decreasing
wage by 3 percent yields a Y* value of 71.99 percent. Similar to Black males, PAINC
has a negative effect on work experience. But the impact of the potential wage rate
is greater than the other variables.
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The above analysis first implies that the specifications for the equation should be
different for each group. According to the regression results, the alternative
equations would be:
1. Eliminate both PARTIM and FULTIM in the equation at the same time
2. Use another variable to specify occupations
3. Change the sign of the regression coefficient for PAINC, for males.
The second important implication is that there are no comparative patterns for Black
and white. For instance, the theory that increasing schooling is beneficial for the
poor holds true for white females but not Black. Although education for the sake of
knowledge is important, it does not have a positive impact on working for Black
females. Thus, using one theory to describe the characteristics or trends of the poor
is not always plausible. Neither the poor, all Blacks, all whites or all females are a
homogeneous group.
Comparisons with Other Groups
This section will look at the findings of Garfinkel and Orr, Hill, and Kalachek
and Raines (presented in Chapter I) and compare their results to those of the
researcher's model. None of these studies have models exactly like the one of this
paper. However, there is similarity in the techniques and specifications of the
variables. Therefore, the results might shed some additional insight on our model and
findings. Wage will be the first variable examined.
Kalachek and Raines found that for nonwhite women, their labor force
participation rate is less sensitive to wage variations than white women. In the
results of this paper wage has the most significant impact on all groups, except Black
males where it has the second greatest impact. Also, Black females work experience
increases (decreases) by 6.1 percent for wage variations, while white females
percentage change is 5A percent. However, males have the highest regression
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coefficients. Black males experience a 8.4 percent increase (decrease) compared to
6.2 percent for white males. Kalachek and Raines estimated equations are different
for females. They use them as spouses of males and do not include the same
variables for both equations. On the other hand, the researcher of this paper looks
at female householders, with no husband present. Therefore, the female equation is
not a product of the male equation.
Hill found that the wife's wage rate was not significant for any of the
regressions. However looking at the head's results, wage decrease (increases) by 1.15
percent for whites. The results are a little different for Blacks. At wage rates below
the mean ($1.47), time spent working decreases (increases) by 0.13 percent to 0.6
percent, while wages above the mean lead to a 0.3 percent change in working. Like
Kalachek and Raines, this model was more concerned with two parent households
with male family heads. Although the specification for these equations were
different, it is clear that wage has a great impact on work experience. If the wage
rate is decreased so that receiving public assistance will provide higher incomes,
families will decrease work experience and probably receive assistance.
The next variable to be examined is public assistance which in this paper is
measured as a percent of aggregate income. The amount of aggregate income from
public assistance reflects those who received welfare at some point in the year. It
does not reflect the lenght of receipiency. In fact most families stay on welfare for
short periods of time. Richard D. Coe performed cin indepth analysis of welfare
receipt using information from the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID) out of
Michigan. He found that 74.2 percent of the population receive welfare from 1-5
years. Families which receive welfare for less than a year 66.1 percent and 91.3
percent. Blacks and white respectively, had half of their incomes from welfare. As
the length of stay on welfare increases, fewer families received 50 percent of their
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income from welfare. Thus, it is plausible to argue that welfare is a major source of
income for short periods of time. As the length of recipiency increases, welfare
49
becomes less important as the primary source of income.
Hill uses absolute amounts of welfare and Garfinkel and Orr use the log of the
monthly guarantee. Kalachek looked at sources of potential nonemployment income
but eliminated public assistance and social security because a spurious correlation
could be expected with his dependent variable. Hill, and Garfinkel and Orr found that
transfer-payments have a negative effect on the labor supplied. This finding is
different from that of this paper. Transfer-payments did have a negative effect on
work experience for males, only significant for white males, but it had a positive
effect for women. Garfinkel and Orr only looked at AFDC mothers which could have
some bearing on their findings. The model of this paper looks at the poor in general
and does not limit it to only those who receive any form of public assistance. This
could explain the differences in the findings.
Another variable of interest is the unemployment rate. Garfinkel and Orr had
the only study that looked at unemployment. In this paper unemployment of poverty
heads by race is used. They used the unemployment rate of states, regardless of race
or sex. Since their study only looked at female AFDC recipients, the results need to
be compared only with females. Unemployment, in Garfinkel and Orr, had a negative
effect on the decision to work. Unemployment was not significant for Black females
at 90 percent, 95 percent and 99 percent confidence levels. However, the sign for
this coefficient was negative. For white females, unemployment was significant but
49
Richard D. Coe, "A Preliminary Empirical Examination of the Dynamics of
Welfare Use,” Five Thousand American Families - Patterns of Dynamic Progress
(Michigan: Institute Social Research, The University of Michigan, 1981), pp. 139,
142, 163-164.
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the sign of the coefficient is positive. As explained before, this could be due to the
fact that the unemployment rate for whites is heavily weighed by males. Since
Garfinkel and Orr used the rates for the states, all races were included.
Two more variables of this paper that are included in the comparative studies
are occupation and school. Kalachek and Raines looked at occupation as part of their
institutional restraints. They found that occupation was important in the length of
the work week and the work year. However, it was not significant in determining
labor input. Like this paper, occupation is measured by dummy variables. They
assert that the occupation variables could be capturing the effect of occupational
wage differences. They eventually dropped occupation from their model.
Garfinkel and Orr, and Hill included education in their model specifications.
Garfinkel and Orr looked at the percentage of AFDC mothers who had no more than
eight years of education and Hill looked at the years of schooling completed by male
family heads and wives. The first study found that increasing the proportion of
females with education under eight years had a negative effect on the decision to
work. Hill had a more indepth analysis. For whites, education had a significant
effect on labor supply while there was no significant effect for Blacks. He found that
education was significiant for both white husband’s and wife’s. In fact the results
imply that the husband's and wife's labor-market activity are complementary. On the
other hand they believe that to some extent Black husband-wife labor market activity
are substitutes.^® Our study does not look at husband's and wife's. Instead, it focuses
on households heads, for females no husband is present. Thus, no complementary or
substitute effects can be noted. This study did have two unusual findings regarding
education. First, for Black females it was significiant but the sign was negative.
50Hill, pp. 198-199.
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This indicates that more schooling has no effect on work experience. Next to white
females, Blacks females average years of schooling was 10.6. Thus, the possibility of
becoming high school graduates will have little effect on improving work experience.
Second, we see that education is not significant for white males. This implies that
for poor white males, education is not important in determining the work experience.
The same results were not expected between the comparative studies and this
paper, since this is a more updated study and changes have occured to the poor
population due to welfare policy and economic changes. It was hoped that the
variable measuring the amount of time worked would prove to be powerful indicators.
Perhaps a respecification of these variables, beyond this paper could lead to
increasing explanatory power and decreasing the correlation. The inclusion of
dependent children in the model will probaby follow the other studies showing that
more children lead to less work effort. This variable was not included because the
average number of children had been decreasing for families since 1970. Thus, it
highly likely that it would have an artificial effect on work experience. The
following chapter will give conclusions and the future outlook for the poor.
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The stabilization or elimination of poverty has been a great concern for
policymakers, citizens, politicians and the poor since FDR's New Deal. However in
1985, poverty still presents a gray area on the United States economic situation.
Instead of heavily focusing on policies and goals of the 30s, 40s, 50s and 60s, this
paper has been more interested with a current assessment of poverty.
The concern of this paper has been on the effect of the Reagan administration
social program budget cuts on the work experience of the poor. The researcher has
set out to examine whether there is a relationship between receiving welfare and
working. The basic aim of this research was to determine whether the poor would
increase their work effort if their benefits were reduced. The existing research has
not really attempted to look at this information in the same light. Many of the
studies looked at labor force participation rates or the effect of the cuts on benefits.
We were not concerned with the level of benefits or how much the benefits would be
reduced. The focus was to examine the trends of welfare recipiency along with work
experience.
The findings of this study confirmed the hypotheses that the budget cuts as
measured by the percent on public assistance would have negative effects on the poor
population. The regression results show that work experience is highly correlated
with structural variables such as, wages, unemployment and welfare. For females,
the welfare variable has a positive effect. Thus, cutting public assistance without
improving the other structural variables will lead to higher levels of unassisted
unemployment; the opposite occurs for males. However, this paper has not been able
to estimate whether the poverty population would increase along with the cuts. The
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only assumption we can make, based on our findings, is that there is a high likelihood
that the cuts will leave a larger number of female family heads without assistance.
The Tables in Chapter III and Table 30 show a deterioration in the relative
economic position of the poor. Table 30, in particular, shows the percent of persons
and families in poverty from 1970 to 1983. From 1980 until 1983, the percent of
persons or family householders in poverty has increased. The most dramatic increase
occurred with white male householders. During this time period their percent
distribution had increased by almost 46 percent. The lowest percentage increase was
for Black female householders. These numbers refelct the growth of poverty under
the current administration.
By 1983, more persons, without regard to race, were in poverty than any given
year since 1970. While white families experienced significant increases, the relative
number of poor Black family householders improved. No it is evident that a larger
proportion of white persons and families are in poverty.
Up until 1974, the distribution of Black persons and householders in poverty
decreased while whites increased. Thus, it becomes evident that efforts of the War
on Poverty were short lived. After 1974 the percent of persons and family
householders in poverty began to increase up until 1983. Therefore, the current
position of the poor cannot be totally placed on the Reagan administration. However,
it is clear that the cuts and other policy changes possibly increased the number of
poor.
Another important finding that cannot readily be discovered is the importance
of wages. Historically the poor have had very low wages (See Table 4-4). These low
wages proved to be a very powerful explanatory variable on work experience. The
results of the equations led the researcher to conclude that more wages will increase
work experience. In fact, it will have a greater effect than changing the amount of
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public assistance. The possibility of the substitution effect occurring with the poor
is miniscule. The wages which would be necessary for the poor to begin substituting
leisure for work would have to occur past the poverty level.
Along with the fact that wages are low, the lack of jobs has detrimental
effects. The occupational data suggest that the poor are employed in high growth
industries. However, looking at why the poor do not work or work part year, we find
that the inability to find a job is the major barrier. Thus coupled with low wages and
fewer jobs, the work experience of the poor is not comparable to the nonpoor
population. If both of these factors were improved, it is possible that the number of
poor could be greatly eliminated.
In the past, increasing the years of schooling has been considered the major
factor for improving one's economic position. However since the median years of
schooling has increased tremendously for the poor, its importance on improving
economic conditions is questionable. By 1981, poor Black females education was
almost that of poor white females and all females. While Black males experienced
great improvements, their education ratios was only .82 to poor white males and .74
to the total male years of schooling (see Table 11). Thus, it would appear that
increases in education should have the most effect on work experience for Black
males. The regression results indicated that schooling has a negative effect for Black
females and positive effects for all other groups. Following the wage variable, it has
a significant an important impact. Therefore, improving schooling cannot be ruled
out as a factor on increasing work experience. Taken together with wage increases it
probably would greatly improve the economic position of the poor.
While the findings of this paper presents a dismal view on the economic position
of the poor, recommendations on improvements are necessary. The researcher
contends that certain kinds of structural barriers peculiar to the United States
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economic order e.g., low wages and unemployment, are primarily responsible for the
position of the poor. Therefore, in the long run only a new economic order concerned
with humanitarian and social needs will totally eliminate poverty and redistribute the
wealth. (The reader should note that this is not an acceptance or rejection of current
socialist economic systems. It is an argument in support of a socialist oriented model
that to the researcher's knowledge has not been fully developed.) Short run solutions
are necessary to alleviate some of the problems which occur from poverty. Thus,
reformist strategies are needed in the short run. These strategies should be designed
to improve the wage structure, unemployment, job availability and financial
assistance. The likelihood that all of these variables are incorporated into public
policy is slim. Following is a discussion on recommendations which might alleviate
poverty. Some of these require reinforcement of previous policies with different
implementation strategies.
The first recommendation is to redistribute the federal budget so that a greater
proportion is directed towards the poor. This is not in support of absolutely
increasing the Income Security budget. Historically the greater share of this budget
has gone to other programs i.e., social security and government retirement. In
essence, more funds should be allocated for Aid to Families with Dependent Children
(AFDC), Food Stamps, Low-Income Housing and Energy Assistance. This increase in
funds will only benefit those who are currently on the rolls or eligible according to
the policy rules enacted under the Omnibus Act. However, there is still a significant
proportion of the poor who do not receive assistance because they are not eligible.
Thus, the second recommendation would be to change the policy rules. The
first change would be to reinstate the "1/3 + $30" rule. In the past this rule allowed
the working recipient to keep the first thirty dollars of their wages plus 1/3 of the
remaining income. Therefore, the benefit checks were not totally reduced by the
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amount of earned income. This provided the welfare recipient an incentive to work.
This rule alone is not enough to allow one to work off welfare. In addition, funds
need to be allocated for a portion of work expenses i.e., babysitting, clothing and
transportation. Finally, another policy rule which needs to be changed is the cutoff
point for working welfare recipients. After a recipients wages reach a certain level
they are automatically cut off from benefits. If the recipeints were allowed to
remain on the roll between two to six additional months, they would have a chance to
build up their savings and become more secure with their new financial independence.
Past studies have indicated that the "revolving door" welfare phenomena occurs when
families must return to welfare due to a financial crisis. If these families were
allowed to build up a small savings before being totally eliminated from the rolls, it is
highly possible that they will not have to return to welfare in the short term.
Outside of policies directly geared toward welfare programs, a strong emphasis
needs to be placed on job training/opportunities. The current workfare programs,
which forces welfare recipeints to work off their benefits for no pay are not
sufficient. They do not provide recipients with skills for jobs in the market place
which could provide enough income to support a family. Most of the jobs have been
in cleaning and janitorial service. Currently, the administration has placed the
concern of jobs for the poor on the private sector. While there has been minimal
support from the private sector, it has not been enough to significantly train the hard
core unemployed. More emphasis needs to be placed on training people under the
current and future technology i.e., word processing, data entry, skilled blue collar
operatives. The problem with the past job training programs has been the type of
training. Many of them did not train for jobs that were in demand. The programs
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which did provide the adequate training did not receive great attention or financial
support. Therefore, programs which provide on the job training for skilled work
which is in demand could possibly be the greatest benefit for the poor.
One could argue that the poor are currently in occupations with high present
and future growth. It is obvious that these occupations have not improved their
economic situation. Looking at broad occupations does not give enough insight into
the type of jobs. For instance, a significant proportion of the poor are service
workers. However, the type of work they do in this category is important. There are
a wide variety of jobs which fall under service work with varying incomes. Thus, it is
possible the poor are more concentrated in the low paying less stable jobs. This
brings us to the third recommendation, increasing wages.
A reformist discussion on wage increase usually leads to an analysis of minimum
wage. One would usually argue that increasing the minimum wage is the obvious
solution. However since private industry is motivated by profit and not goodwill, the
increased wage will be offset in higher prices. Perhaps one solution to the problem
would be stricter adherence and maintenance of wage discrimination laws. If poor
workers were paid without regard to sex or race differences their income levels
would be greater. This is especially true for females who are more likely to be poor
if they head households. Also, the equal pay for comparable work law could have a
significant impact on the poor's income. Several times workers are paid by a
predetermined system without regard to the amount of work or skills required. If it
can be shown that the employed poor have skills comparable to higher paying jobs,
then again their is a possibility of eliminating poverty.
There are several alternatives which can be suggested for alleviating poverty.
Which one will be the most beneficial to the poor is the question that is hard to
answer. However, the solutions which are most likely to lessen the numbers in
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poverty are costly. If the current emphasis on shifting the concern of the poor onto
the private sector continues, the poor will more and likely increase to numbers
similar to that of the depresssion. Hopefully the current administration and the




The variables used in the regression are calculated from data from the Current
Population Survey and the Employment and Training Reporter. In some cases the
data is not available, therefore we have missing values. Below is a description of
each variable, regression name and its source.
1. Median years of school, SCHOOL- the median years of schooling for
poverty heads 25 years and over.
2. Potential wage rate, WAGE- mean wage and salary income for poverty
family heads 25-64, except 1970-1974 which is not by age, divided by
their mean number of weeks worked. This gives the mean weekly
earnings divided by 35 hours and the result is the potential wage rate.
Mean number of weeks employed is calculated by taking the total
number of family heads who work either full time 50-52, 40-49, 27-39,
14-26 or 13 or less weeks (the same categories for part time)
multiplied by the average weeks in each category. Sum for all groups
and divide by total number of workers.
3. Proportion of Aggregate Income from Public Assistance, PAINC-
already calculated in the CPS for poverty heads 25 - 64, except 1970 -
1974 by all ages. 1970 and 1971 data represents the proportion of
aggregate income from income other than earnings. These two
years3.Proportion of Aggregate Income from Public Assistance,
PAINC-already calculated in the CPS for poverty heads 25 - 64,
except 1970 -1974 by all ages. 1970 and 1971 data represents the
proportion of aggregate income from income other than earnings.
These two years did not have data for public assistance only.
4-6. The occupations that have the highest proportions of the poor. Coded
according to the following occupation categories:
1 - Professional
2 - Clerical and Sales
3 - Craft and Kindred
4 - Operatives
5 - Service Workers
6 - Laborers except farm
7 - Farm laborers
For instance, if 30 percent, 25 percent and 17 percent of the poor are
professional, service workers and operatives and these are the highest
proportions, the code is *154'. Then we looked at advanced reports
from the CPS to find out which occupations had median incomes in
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1983 over $6,000. If an occupation fell in this range it became a
dummy variable coded as '1*. According to the advance reports these
occupations are: Professional, Clerical and Sales (for women only).
Craft and Kindred and Operatives. There are three dummy variables
formed Al, Bl, Cl. A1 represents whether the occupation with the
highest proportion of the poor will have an income over $6,000. Bl is
for the occupation with the second highest proportion of the poor and
Cl is the third highest. This information is only available by race.
The reason sales is only for women is because of the difference in
occupation categories in 1983. The report listed clerical separate from
sales. The sales median income is below $6,000 and the clerical above.
We are assuming that most of the women in the clerical and sales
category are clerical workers. All of the information for the variable
is calculated from the CPS.
7. Full time year round workers, FULTIM- percent of poor workers who
worked full time year round. Taken from the CPS.
8. Part time year round, PARTIM, - percent of poor workers who work
part time. Taken from the CPS.
9. Consumer Price Index, CPI- percent change in the Consumer Price
Index for each year. Taken from The Statistical Abstract.
10. Unemployment, UNEMP- unemployment rates of poverty head by race
only. Taken from CPS.
11. Work experience, WORKEX (Dependent variable) - percent of poverty
family heads who work between the ages 22 - 64, except 1970 - 1974
for all ages. Taken from CPS.
The only variables not by race and sex are occupations, CPI and unemployment rates.
They are by race with the exceptions of CPI.
APPENDIX n
FEDERAL BUDGET
Recently there has been concern over the increasing outlays of the budget
towards national defense and income security. It is true that since 1974 the Income
Security budget has been larger than the National Defense. However, since 1980 the
rate of growth has been higher for the Nationcd Defense budget (see Table 34). If we
look at the estimated budget outlays we see the defense budget is still increasing at a
higher rate. From 1981 to 1983 the expected rate of growth for the defense budget is
38 percent and 16 percent for income security.
In Table 35 it is evident that the percent of the budgeted expenditures for
National Defense and Income Security has increased slightly since 1973. It is
interesting to note that in 1960, 49 percent of the budget went to National Defense
while 20 percent went to Income Security. Although the data indicates a larger share
of the budget is for income security, most of it is not for the poor (see Table 35).
If we look at what amount of the income security budget actually went to the
poor, surprising figures would be noticed. In 1974, only 16.7 percent of the Income
Security budget was actually for the poor. By 1981, it had increased to 19.1 percent
and expected to decrease to 15.1 percent by 1985. Thus, we see that very little has
been occuring for the poor over the years. The bulk of the increase in income
security is for retirement and disability insurance followed by unemployment
compensation.^^ Thus, the argument that more is being done for the needy is not
substantiated by looking at government expenditures.
^^See Executive Office of the President, Office of Management and Budget,
The United States Budget in Brief Fiscal Year 1983, p. 83.
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TABLE 34
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT OUTLAYS BY FUNCTION
(in billions of dollars)
Actual Estimate
1960 1973 1975 1977 1979 1981 1982 1983
Total Federal Outlays 92.2 245.6 324.2 400.5 491.0 657.2 725.3 757.6
National Defense 45.2 74.5 85.6 97.5 117.7 159.8 187.5 221.0
International Affairs 3.0 4.1 6.9 4.8 6.1 11.1 11.1 12.0
General Science, Space and
Technology 0.6 4.0 4.0 4.7 5.0 6.4 6.9 7.6
Energy 0.5 1.2 2.2 4.2 6.9 10.3 6.4 4.2
Natural Resources and
Environment 1.6 4.8 7.3 10.0 12.1 13.5 12.6 9.9
Agriculture 2.6 4.9 1.7 5.5 6.2 5.6 8.6 4.5
Commerce Housing and Credit 1.6 0.9 5.6 0.1 2.6 3.9 3.3 1.6
Transportation 4.1 9.1 10.4 14.6 17.5 23.4 21.2 19.6
Community and Regional
Development 0.2 4.6 3.7 6.3 9.5 9.4 8.4 7.3
Education, Training, Employment
and Social Services 1.0 12.7 15.9 21.0 29.7 31.4 27.8 21.6
Health 0.8 17.4 25.7 36.6 47.0 66.0 73.4 78.1
Income Security 18.8 73.0 108.6 137.9 160.2 225.1 250.9 261.7
Veterans Benefits and Services 5.4 12.0 16.6 18.0 19.9 23.0 24.2 24.4
Administration of Justice 0.4 2.1 2.9 3.6 4.2 4.7 4.5 4.6
General Government 1.0, 2.6 3.1 3.2 4.1 4.6 5.1 5.0
General purpose Fiscal Assistance 0.2^ 7.4 7.2 9.5 8.4 6.9 6.4 6.7
Net Interest 8.3 22.8 30.9 38.0 52.6 82.5 99.1 112.5
Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce, Statistical Abstract of the United States. 1980, pp.
261, 437j Executive Office of the President, Office of Management and Budget, The United States Budget in
Brief Fiscal Year 1983, pp. 78-79.
^Classified as revenue sharing, includes General purpose fiscal assistance
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TABLE 35
PERCENT OF FEDERAL GOVERNMENT EXPENDITURES BY OUTLAY FUNCTION
Actual Estimate
1960 1973 1975 1977 1979 1981 1982 1983
Total Federal Outlays 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
National Defense 49.0 30.3 26.4 24.3 24.0 24.3 25.9 29.2
International Affairs
General Science, Space and
3.3 1.7 2.1 1.2 1.2 1.7 1.5 1.6
Technology 0.7 1.6 1.2 1.2 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
Energy
Natural Resources and
0.5 0.5 0.7 1.0 1.4 2.1 0.9 0.6
Environment 1.7 2.0 2.3 2.5 2.5 2.1 1.7 1.3
Agriculture 2.8 2.0 0.5 1.4 1.3 0.9 1.2 0.6
Commerce Housing and Credit 1.7 0.4 1.7 0.02 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.2
T ransportation
Community and Regional
4.4 3.7 3.2 3.6 3.6 3.6 2.9 2.6
Development
Education, Training, Employment
0.2 1.9 1.1 1.6 1.9 1.4 1.2 1.0
and Social Services 1.1 5.2 4.9 5.2 6.0 4.8 3.8 2.9
Health 0.9 7.1 7.9 9.1 9.6 10.0 10.1 10.3
Income Security
Veterans Benefits and
20.3 29.7 33.5 34.4 32.6 34.3 34.6 34.5
Services 5.9 4.9 5.1 4.5 4.1 3.5 3.3 3.2





1.1 1.0 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.7
Assistance 3.0 2.2 2.4 1.7 1.0 0.9 0.9
Net Interest 9.0 9.3 9.5 9.5 10.7 12.6 13.7 14.9
Source: U.S, Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce, Statistical Abstract of the United States. 1980, pp.
261, 437; Executive Office of the President, Office of Management and Budget. The United States Budget in
Brief Fiscal Year 1983, pp. 78- 79.
^Classified as revenue sharing, includes General purpose fiscal assistance
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TABLE 36
INCOME SECURITY OUTLAYS FOR PROGRAMS DESIGNED FOR THE POOR
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1985
Programs (in billion of dollars)
Total Income Security Budget 84.4 108.6 127.4 137.9 146.2 160.2 193.1 225.1 250.9 290.1
Housing Assistance 1.8 2.1 2.5 3.0 3.7 4.4 5.5 6.9 8.2 9.9
Food and Nutrition
Assistance 4.4 6.6 8.0 8.5 8.9 10.8 14.0 16.2 15.6 14.4
Other Income Security 7.9 10.1 12.2 13.0 13.9 13.4 17.2 19.7 20.2 19.3
Percent of Income Security Budget
Total Income Security Budget 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Housing Assistance 2.1 1.9 2.0 2.2 2.5 2.7 2.8 3.1 3.3 3.4
Food and Nutrition
Assistance 5.2 6.1 6.3 6.2 6.1 6.7 7.3 7.2 6.2 5.0
Other Income Security 9.4 9.3 9.6 9.4 9.5 8.4 8.9 8.8 8.1 6.7
Source: Executive Office of the President, Office of Management and Budget, The United States Budget in Brief,
Fiscal Year 1983, pp. 82-83; U.S. Bureau of the Census, Department of Commerce, Statistical Abstract of the







AFDC FAMILIES BY USUAL OCCUPATION OF MOTHER, 1973-1979*
OCCUPATION 1973 1975 1977 1979
Professional, Technical and
Kindred Workers 3.2 3.5 3.7 3.5
Managers, Administrators except
farm 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4
Sales Worker 4.9 5.4 6.0 5.7
Clerical and Kindred Workers 18.9 20.5 21.6 22.1
Craftsmen and Kindred Workers 2.5 4.7 4.9 5.4
Operatives, except transport 12.5 10.8 9.8 8.6
Transport equipment operatives 0.2 0.6 0.7 0.7
Laborers, except farm 8.2 7.5 9.8 11.3
Farmers and Farm Managers 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.4
Farm Laborers and farm foremen 3.2 3.2 2.8 2.6
Service Workers, except private household 32.4 33.4 32.4 32.1
Private Household Workers 13.5 9.8 7.7 7.3
Source: U^. Department of Health, Education and Welfare (after 1975 U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services) Findings of the 1973 AFDC Study.
pp. 64-65; Aid to Families with Dependent Children 1975, 1977, 1979 Recipient
Characteristics Study, pp. 54, 55; 47-49, respectively.
♦Includes only those recipients who could be classified. It excludes those whose
occupation is "unknown" and those "unknown whether ever employed".
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TABLE 38
AFDC FAMILIES BY USUAL OCCUPATION OF FATHER IN THE HOME, 1973-1979*
OCCUPATION 1973 1975 1977 1979
Professional, Technical and
Kindred Workers 2.3 2.1 2.8 2.9
Managers, Administrators except farm 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.4
Sales Worker 2.2 2.1 1.9 2.5
Clerical and Kindred Workers 1.9 1.8 2.0 1.7
Craftsmen and Kindred Workers 14.4 17.0 14.1 14.4
Operatives, except transport 9.7 7.8 9.0 6.4
Transport equipment operatives 7.8 8.4 6.0 6.9
Laborers, except farm 36.7 37.1 43.4 44.9
Farmers and Farm Managers 1.5 1.8 2.0 1.4
Farm Laborers and Farm foremen 15.2 12.5 9.8 10.0
Service Workers, except private househoid 7.9 8.3 7.8 8.2
Private Household Workers 0.1 0.7 0.6 0.3
Source: U.S, Department of Health, Education and Welfare (after 1975 U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services) Findings of the 1973 AFDC Study.
pp. 78-79; Aid to Families with Dependent Children 1975, 1977, 1979 Recipient
Characteristics Study, pp. 65-66; 58-59; 60-61, respectively.
♦Includes only those recipients who couid be classified. It excludes those whose
occupation is "unknown" and those "unknown whether ever employed".
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TABLE 39
PERCENT OF THE POOR 22-64 YEARS OLD WHO
WORKED LESS THAN 50 WEEKS BY NUMBER OF
WEEKS UNEMPLOYED, 1979- 19S1
Blacks
1979 1980 1981
1 to 4 weeks 11.8 8.9 9.6
5 to 14 weeks 16.7 18.3 17.4
15 to 26 weeks 14.0 15.7 16.7
27 weeks or more 11.8 17.8 21.6
. Whites
1 to 4 weeks 7.3 7.5 7.3
5 to 14 weeks 17.1 15.0 18.3
15 to 26 weeks 14.4 18.5 19.6
27 weeks or more 11.2 20.3 20.5
Source: U^. Bureau of the Census, Department
of Commerce, Current Population Reports,
Consumer Income Series. P-60, No. 130,
p. 117; No. 133, p. 108: No. 138, p. 104
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